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INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

This bulletin contains absti acts of the addresses delivered at a two,
(hty conference of State and county rural-school supervisors in the
Southeastern States, called by the United States Commissioner of
Education, at Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville, Tenn., Dtk
rember 14 and 15, 19'25. Abstracts were prepared from notes or
manuscriPts submitted by the authors. In no case is the address
repx,oducea in complete form.

ThefsantieliaNe was attended by approximately 1 00 rural educa-
tional workers, most of whom are engaged in State and county super-
vision. The States represented are Alabama, Georgia, Florida,
Kentucky, Louisiana, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Caro-
lina, 'Pennekisee, Virginia, and West Virginia. The United States
Bureau of Education was represented by two members of the staff
of the DiVisiorr of RuraLEducation.

The Program pres(41ted at the conference was arranged to con-
sider the six large problems indicated by the Roman numerals in
the table of contents. Under each of these at least one major Paper
or address was presented, followed by free discussion fromsthe
The bulletin is a practically complete record of the conference pro-
ceedings. although some of the extemporaneous discussion is nokes-
qlrily Omitted. One speaker failed to send his manu.script.
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IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION IN RU AL
SCHOOLS THROUGH PROFESSIONAL

SUPERVISION

ABSTRACTS OF ADYRESSES DELIVERED AT THE FIRST
ENCE OF SUPERVISORS OF THE 'SOUTHEASTERN STATE ELD
AT NASHVILLE, TENN., DECEMBER 14 AND is, 1935

AIMS AND PURPOSES OF THE CONFERENCE OF R RAIL-
SCHOOL SUPERVISORS OF THE SOUTH EAS E R N
STATES

JNO, J. TIGERT
Unttod 8tatea Commissioner uf »duration

I have the pleasure of opening to-day the first sectionakeonf rence
called under the auspices of the Bureau of Education to CAD skier
that ¡phase of the work of rural-school superintendents and' per-
visors which is concerned strictly with the improvement of the lass-
room instructiox.

Probably no school officers in our complicated educational system
have more important and more varied responsibilitie$ than the/super-
intendents and supervisors of rural schools, most cot whom combine
administrative and supervisory work. Tho conception of the work
of the rural-school superintendent has in the past 1.6 years undergone
fundamental changes. Formerly his duties were Onceived to be in-,
spectorial, clerical, and administrative. Supervision was confined
largely to an anilual visit, inspectorial and inspirational at its best;
critical and void of results at its worst. The newet concéption is of
the superintendent as a trained professional öffi4r whose work is
comparable in responsibility, prestige, and scientific .technique with
that of the best city superintendents.

PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANTS TO RURA!. SUPERINTENDENTS

As a result of tMs changed conception progr ive States have
provided for professional assistants to tho rural su rintett t who ,

can .their time to'Inatters concerned with . improved ethods
of instruction, training *of teachers, in service,'epai't an i adap-

I In the absence of Doictor Tigert Uil addicts was read before the mute by. Mrs.
Katherine M. Cook, Chief of Division of Rural Itducation, Bpreau of Education..
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INSTRUCTION IN RURAL SCHOOLS

ta4n of courses. of study, and performapce of such other duti Is as
concern superviMm'y functions as distinguished from administrative
funitions. Wrlizre supervision Qf tiris type ha not been provided
by 8tate atqcirity, many progressive counties of their own initithive,
and wholly o-r i-argely at their owì expense, have provided super-
visors with like responsibilities.. In this particular constructive
movement in rural education the Southeastern States have made
definite and e mmendable progress. Indeed, it wbuld be difficult
to select anoth r group of c6Mignous StAtes in which so much prog-
ress ha.s been made or so much serious thought has been given. to
supervision aii a method for improving school opportunities for
rural children.

Here, as elsewhere, superviion is in a transitional stage. It is
transitional in so far as delinJtation of funOions is concerned.'
Many superintendents still are forced to divide their time between
supervisory and administrative duties, for they are the only super-
visory officers in their particular territory. :Where supervisors have
beeii employed, many of them must assume administrative duties
delegateA to them by overburdenod superintendents. We are, how-
ever, rapidly approaching the condition in which there is a fairly
definite differentiation between the two types of work in the minds
of those performing these functions, although .overlapping may
remain as to persons performing them. Such it Agtanding enables
the supOnttIlitittnte.Azil the supervisor to consider their different
dutieeln the light of their- relative importance, and intelligently to
disVibute the time among them.

6 It is not beimuse of any failure to recognize the variety of duties
witich fail to the lot of therural superintendent that we have chosen
0.emplitte.s.-ize in this conference the importance of instructional super-
viion. ist,'" indeed rather .beCause of suck recognition. Good
mfministration must lay the foundation which makes the erection
of i coinplete and substantial educational structure possible. It
milst, precede in order to secure supervision. Administration nmst
of tjecessity begin with material consideratiops; Often it is only
tid6ugh improvement oil the material side that improvement of theeeclassroom instruction under professional direction ca attained..
However, One may be carried away by the lure of uilding up a
school system an the material side alone. The immediacy *of the
demands rwide of,superintendents by school boards and patroris, the
thrill of accompli;Aunent which can be measure4 in tangible Oiims,
the pi-essing necessity for improved buildings, for promoting con-
solidation, and the like, sometAes lead to the neglect of the 'less
picturesque phase of the superi S ndent's work, the one which is.iéss
reftdily subject to tangible me , ..heivents of prcigress, the thing for.,:4
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AJMS AND PURPOStS 0F TirE 6014FERENCE

which bkter buildings and equipment' 'have,their purpose, i. e., Ììc
improvement of the quality of instrnction.

Rural supervision s in a transitional stitge in that Ne have not. yet
accomplished but are working toward more definitely defined methods
and standards as to practice and procedure. Supervision of rural
schools in particular is a relatively new figld in education. As in all
new fields, experience is_a necesary but an expensive teacher. Super-
visors of rural schools haye had to find a way to solve.problems not
met by supervisors in other fields. They have found it ntwessary to
exercise init iative as well as abiliiy of a high order, and through new
ays, in untried fields, to work out the solutions of a variety of

problems and overcome a variety of difficulties. The time has C0111e

for superviors to formulate these practices and procedures for their
own future guidance, for the assistance of others who have the same
"il. similar problems to meet but have not yet found as successful a
method of meeting them and for those entering the fiehl for the first
time, many of whom Jiave not the benefit of definite .and adequate
training. The time has come when it seems possible to reauce the
probleno of supervisors to some degree of uniformity, to classify
them according to accepted principles, and to set. up tentative stand-
ards whicli are acceptable and practical even in trying situations.

Rural-school stipervisors have an opportunity for service unsur-
passed in the field of education, rural or urban. That rural children
have not equal opportunities in education with urban children is
well known. Sh.ort school terms and untraihed teachers 'aril the most
serious hindrances which militate agairist the educational welfare of
children in rural communities. They are resppnsible for your most
difficult problems.

SUPERVISION THE BEST IMMEDIATE AGENCY

The complete and ultimate remedy for the whole situation lies in
better administrative an4 more generously financed systems. It in-
volves better buildings, more money, more consolidation, better high
schools, and the like. These things necessary to the ultimate fulfill-
ment of our purpose require time for their consummation. New
laws, new sourcds pf funds, new administratiire conditions Minot
spring up overnight. While we wait for these things to come thou-
sands of children in our rural schools 'are spending their last. years in
any stlim1 and getting all the education they will ever have. Our
far-reaciiing plans for ultimate improvement of rural-school conch-
tionFewill not:materialize for them;

°manyof
of them will not even enter

the new buildings now in process erection. Supervision is the
best immediate agency of which we know for improvifigi, conditions
in rural whools, because it is the one agency,which here and now,
to-day and to-hiorrow, offers practical, tangible help to these children.
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INSTRUCVGN IN imam. 8CROOLS

ORk.ETING FROM DR. BRUCE PAVIE, PRESIDENT GEORGE
PEABODY COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS, NASHVILLE, I ENN.

The most valuabie processes in education are alwiys arrived at
last. This applies, not only to what is taught, but to how it is taught,
Alchemy and astrology were taught before chemistry and astronomy
were taught. Perfectly senseless methods of feaching have been
employed centuries before useful, economic, and\practical methods of
orainization and preseniation of subjeet matter occurred.

In school administration it ha bee4 amusing to observe what. ap=
parently practical, but really utterly foolish and worthless, things
we have advised, surveyed, standardized, and talked about in oi-der
to disiract attention from the chief task of education; namely, teach-
ing and the administration of teaching.

The supervision of instruction during the term. in which the
teacher is teaching will be the last thing done by school administra-
tors. Lighting, heating, ventilation, statistics, reports, intelligence
tests, sanitation, blackboards, school furnishings, and At thousand
other things serve as extves for our neglect of the supervision
of instruction, and at the.same time they serve as a camouflage for
ovv. --fear and timidity of really plunging into the cold waters of
supe- vision. I bave been looking for 30 years, summer and winter,
to find som'e brave spirit with the daring to take the first dive ,in

this chilling stream whose icy waters have frightened so many
boisterous administrators.for so many Centuries.

After all, the purpose (*the school is to teach, and the purpose of
administration is to, help the teacher teach better. This super-
vision, and we ought todo it first, not last. T.'-arey of the adminis-

-trative processes of an admini:strator ought to be doike by clerical
help, so as to give time to th0 inistrutor for the weighty t4gs
of the supervision of instruction.
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I. The Supervisioa 'of Insttuction
4

e

WHAT IS SUPeRVISION?

FANNIE W. DIU NN

Assistant Professor of Education, Teachetl!. College, Columbia University
4

liftendentImpr3veinent in instruction iN not on superviiop alone.
An educational aim is fundamental t4 the causes which result in
efficient instruction. The factors in th'e replization of sudi an it ¡In

are-
1. Environmental resourceshuman and material.
2. Educational facilities afforded by the school system (buildings,

equipment, length of term, attendance Jaws and enforcement).
3. The degree of effectiveness with which the teacher makes- use

of all her own powers 1,Lnd of (1) and (2) above to the en
of achieving the educational aim in terms of boys and girl
in her charge. It is with this third and critical factor that
the supervisor is concerned.

The function of suRervision is increasing the effectiveness of the
teacher by making desirable changes in what she is and as a conse-
queirwhat. she does to discover potentialities and develop them.
The acid test of supervision is the extent to which it keeps the
superior teachers in the systArn growing and producing to the limit
of their capacities.

The good supervisor stimulates fruitful growth *in all teachers.
She helps (1) the normal-school griduate in a country school in the
practiCal reorganization bt the situation that, will make her ideals
possible, Ind in èvaluating and adipting her i441s and plans to make
use of what is possible in thlè present ind to -hold the remainder for
future application from time. to time as conditions shall g4adually be
developed which itre essentlid for their realization ; she helps (2)
the teacher with little or no preliminary profes'sional pivparation to
grow. ID Addition she gives her training in teaching while she is
Actually in the teaching seririce. It is part of the supervisor's duty
to 13ee that the teachers are practicifig along right lines. Thiw she
mu§t do to prevent spoiling the humin fabric during an unpOpared
teacher's apprentke years and ,to safeguard the teacher benefiting
by her owfi practice of the teaching art. 'Only right th.actice muko
perfect. Practice along wioug lines makes increasingly imperfect.
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INSTRUCTION IN RURAL SCHOOLS .

The 'supervisor also helps the teacher to correct deficiencies of
preliminary prepiration through the acquisition of ideas or theory
so that she may 6e more than an efficient machine.' Tjle supervis6r
sees to it that the teacher in-senice learns (1) how to adapt her in-
truction to differing individualities among her pupils and (2) how

to select among new possibilities that arise.
Th.e. scope of supervision is determined by the range of the teach-

er's-function. %\ hatever the aims of education demand that the
teacher shall do and be for her pupils, that the nature of super-
vision demands shall be doi)e and done more richly,*more fully, !Wore,

effectivly, bécat'ise of supervision than would be the me were the
teacher standing and working alone, without the counsel the inspira-
tion, the stimulation, the fellowship of the supervisor.

It seems pertinent here to warn against too great specialization and
limitation of the supervisory function. Is it not possible,. indeed
highly probable, that playground activities, the lunch period, and
the type of art instruction to which children may be exposed are
imporfant school experiences of children, full of educational possi-
bility but in great need of supervisory assiAance if they are to be
made profitable?

It is a grave mistake to focus the supervisor's attention too nar-
rowly upon those fields for which wOhave at pre:ient objective stand
ards of measurement or to limit teacher or supervisor to the school
t.xperientes of children alone as means for educating them.

The supervisor helps the teacher properly. to evaluate her own
work, both for iisbweakness and its strength; serves as a means of
contact with, and consequent sumrestion from, others concerned with

problems, and indeed is one important contact and one rich
source of suggestion. Most important is the realization, by teacher
and supervisor, that the teacher's clasb with every child in it, is their
muival problem; that. they two stand together in interest and in re
sponsibility, and that failure or.success is theirs mutually and not
eithei:'s alone.

This, as I understand it, is the, twentieth centur)r conception 9f
supervision. It has evolved froni ing)ection, which in the earlier
days included visitation of schooisd examination of teachers and

Numerous stAtements may to-day be found in the literature of
rural school supervision which emphasize this modern distinctiofi
between supervision and inspection, from which it has evolved. As
early as 1913, in a Massachusetts State bulletin on Supervision of
Teaching in Rural Elementary Schools, it is very clearly expressed:

To train teachers in service the superintendent must he mpre than n *Wig
inspe6ctor. As an Inspector be views the liPork, and out a his wider knowledge,
pronounces it fleellent, fair, or poor. Inspection does not, however, carry
with it the idea /of showing the teacher how to iinprir, A .*hool inspector
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SUPERVISION GOP. nunituciuni 7

may condemn the poor teacher and recommend her removal. With adequate
funds at his disposal he may hire a few superior tOachers. He does not, how-
ever, make. the average teacher rilure

I'm years later, hi. a Maryland bulletin On Supervision of Rural
Schools in that State, IV; J. Halloway made a stateiment which even
more completely expresses the conception of supervision which this
paper ia design&I to present:

The whole purpose of supervision work is to so deal with the situation which
the supervisor finds as to get the maximum results in the way of improve-
ment. To criticise, to inspect, is not the ahn. Inspection is not only not
supervision, but may interfere with it. The main purpose is to get the teacher
beyond where she is; not primarily to get rid of her, but to find out where her
-strength lie, and to biL1d it up.

After inspectionbr observation must come evaluation, diagnosis.
The supervisor must be equipped with a wide range of standards,
some objective, such. as are afforded by Age-grade norms and the
standards of performance invarious mental tests; and others, more
ubjective., in the form of educational principles and ideals, general
concepts drawn from theory and experience as to how children ought's)
to think, play, work, or otherwise react to their environment. Com-
paring the situation as it is with what he conceives it should be, the
iipervisor makes his diagnosis as to its strength and weakness, where

it. is deficient, and where it is-wholesomely growing and needsvnly
encouragement and stimulation for further growth.

From all of this it should appear tha.t the essential qualifications
for a good supervisor are high. They include knowledge of prin-
ciples and methods of gdod tea.ching, as well as skill in that field.
Tlw ability to analyze and diagnose instruction is also essential. I II

addition to fhese, it is highly important. that the supervisor be able
to inspire teachers with a real " calling Vor their work. It is inspi-
ration which develops interest, enthusiasm, the will to do. Wood-
worth has described the human mind as consisting of a mechanism
and a drive, an hyleidrive. Xnspalltion is essential to th-e develop-
ment of Alte--49"-nner drive" in the teacher, the self-activity and
gictivth impulses on her part without which the whole mechanism of
knowledge and skills will stand idle and unused. Out of the heart
are the issues. of life. The greatest single need of education to-day is
for teachers whose.heart is in theii. work, and for slipervisors who
can cause them to put it there.

RURAL SCHOOL SUPERVISION FROM THE VIEWPOINT OF
A STATE SUPERVISOR e,

HATT= FL PARROTT
Assistant "Mite thipervimor of Rona Reboots, Worth Caroling

Purposes of oses of supervision are to increase
the quantity amd iinprove the quality of classroom instruction; to
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STRUCTEON IN RURAL SCHOOLS

promotè oneness of purpose and unity of effort among the teachers
and principals in the minty-wide system; to make the schools of
the county responsive to the physical, social, and recreational needs
of the pupils; to make the large consolidated rural schools more re-
sponsive to the social, recreational, intellectual, and economic life
of the community.

Mearm u8ed.The means used by the State department of educa- .

tion to carry out these purposes are: (1) Adequately equipped
county rural school 'supervisors; (2) annual conferences of State
and county supervisors and county superintendents; (3) county-
wide plans of supervision; (4) visits to rural schools, followed by
conferences on the work seen; and (5) inoqthly and occasional bul-
letins reporting on work done and experiences in the field.

Employment of well-prepared supirvisors.The State encourages
the employment of well-trained rural supervisQrs first, by certificat-
ing only supervisors who have-taught at least three years and are
graduates of an approved college with an additional professional
course at a six weeks' approved surrimer school; and second, by pay-
ing one-half the annual net salary of such supervisors. The school
law requires that the State superintendent of public instruction
approve the duties assigned supervisors by county superintendents
before any part of the salary is paid.

Assisting county 8upervizors to formulate supervikry
State supervisors assist comity supervisors through correspondence,
irldividual and group conferences, and school visiting to initiate and
carry on definite programs of work adapted to the &flinty's educa-
tional conditions and neéds.

A well organized 'county-wide plan of supervision includes the
following: A brief and general county-wide survey; .a county-wide
annual conference of teachers and other educational workers; di-
rective supervision Tis.ch rural-school principals; the use of intelli-
gence and achievement tests, accompanied by a comparative study .of
the results, and the formulation of remedial measures; adaptation
of the State course of study to the. needs of pupils; group teachers'
meetings held on school days at each grouis center school group and

_ county contests; conferences of the county supervisor with the
county superintendent and school committeemen.

A county-wide survey.County-wide surveys include study of
the topogi.aphy, the location of the schools, and the approximate
location of all " standard " schools. needed when a Countyrvidel
°plan of consolidation has been adequately worked out. Schools are
selected to be gimp center or demonsttation schools located at or
near the strategic sites on which standard schools are to be built.
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SUPERVISION OF rinTWOCTION

The county supervisor plans to concentrate most of her time at
these group center schools to the end that they may become objeet
lessons for all the small schools grouped about them.

The annual canferenee.A two or ihree day conference is held
during the week previous to the opening of schools in the fall. Dur-
ing the first two days the program centers around the immediate
professional needs of teachers and the objectives in educational
policies for the year. On the third day various county officers and
people interested in an educational campaign participate, -including
the county board of commissioners, the superintendent of public wel-
fare, the farm demonstration agent, the home demonstration agent,
and editors of county papers. Each of these has an opportunity to
tell his plans; to hear those of others; and to learn how he can best
cooperate. .The incompetent school committeeman, listening to the
more progressive committeeman, gets a new idea of his own educa-
tional duties and opportunities and returns to his community deter-
mined to give a higher type of service. The editors learn about the
teachers' problems, educational needs, and policies, and the vital
contribution county papers may make to the improvement of educa-
tion. The rural supervisor establishes contacts with other county
workers and wins their intelligent and whole-hearted cooperation.

Directive supervision with rural-whoa principals.During the
present school year county superintendents luid State and county
supervisors are holding group Etna individual conferences with prin-
cipals untrained for supervision; directing them in the following
supervisory responsibilities: More scientific procedure in grouping
and classifying pupils by using standardized tests; studying results
of tests with teachers to improve classroom conditions and teaching
methods; observing the classroom work in order that they may super-
vise and direct the grade work more efficiently.

Supervisory uses of intelligence and achievement tests.Through
the use of intelligence -and achievement tests pupils are grouped
homogeneously, the needs of individual:pupils are studied, and basic
remedial measures established. The course of study can be more
intelligently adapted to meetthe needs of the homogeneous groups.

Group teachers' meeting8.4--Two or three times each year a meeting
is held at each gtoup center school attended by teachers of the center
school and those of the surrounding small affiliated schools. The
supervisor arranges the program...

The teachers in atteAdance observe demonstration classes, see fel-
low teachers teaching the .saime subjects they teach; using the game
textbooks; attacking the same problems in school organisation, class
management, gradation and classification of pupils which they face;

.
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and dem6nstrating methods and principles outlined in the piofes-
sional book Avhich all the teachers present are required to study prior
to the meetifiv. In the aftehloon the supervisor conducts a round-.
table conferenceton the teaching observed in the forenoon; leads the
teachers to analyie the class exercises taught and methods employed
by the teacher demòustrators; works out with the teachers effective
lesson plans or meth ads of teaching the subjects considered; and
leads the teachers to see\how they can apply these methods to their
own school work.

The group center and county cantests.The group contest, like
the group teachers' meeting, reenforces the county-wide plan of
superintendent and supervisor for larger units of school consolida-
tion by bringing pupils and adults together for pupil contests and,
s-ocial acquaintance and Qgoperation. Winners from each group con-
test come to the county contest to compete in subject-matter and
athletic contests with the winners from all the group center contests
held in the county. The winners in the county contests are the
recognized champions in the particular lines in which they excel.

The county contest provides an opportunity for the leading men
and women of the various communities to mingle together to witness
the friendly competition of the children from the entirc county.
It develops a county-,wide educational interest.; quickens their sense
of need for equality Of educational opportunity; and causes think-
ing in terms of the county itself as the only adequate and fair unit
of consolidatiim, school building, and school maintenance.

Group conferences of minty superintendent, rural-school super-
vi8or, and school committeemen.----These conferences are held at each
central school in the county after the schools close. The committee-
men from the various schools meet with the county superintendent
and with him make out their financial budget, determine the salaries
to be paid, the length of school term, the rate of local tax levy
needed, and the county tax rate they will urge the county commis-
sioners to levy for the following year. The rural-school supervisor
demonstrates to the committeemen, by means of charts and tabula-
tions upon the blackboard, the educational needs of the children as
revealed by intelligence and achievement tests. This presentationof actual facts which the committeemen can not combat often servesas an eye opener to them. They become more amenable to argu-
ment and persuasion for longer terms, better salaries, And larger
and more efficient schools formed by the consolidation of their small
sclwols. The county supervisor usista also in the selection of suc-
.cessful teachers for reappointment.

Joint conf annual conferences of rural-school super-visors and thi3ir county superintendents with the State rural super-visors are held for three days in June. The purposes are to discuss
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VI:ION OF INS UCTION 11

in round4able fashion (1) the supervisors' prograin of work for the
coming year; (2) suggestions proposed for improving classroom in-
struction; (3) particular and vital 'problems affecting achievement
of supervisors and superintendents; .(4) the time budget* of the su-
pervisor and superintendent.

Visiting and working with the rurd-school gupervisor in the
field.----The State supervisor attends and takes part in the county-
wide annual educational .conferenee, group center and county-wide
teachers' meeting, and visits classrooms with rural supervisors, ob-
serves the teaching.and prepares a written diagnosis of the lessons
observed, with suggestions for remedial work. This diagnosis is a

basis for planning to improve the teaching.seen.
The State supervisor aids the rural supervisor in planning super-

visory programs and in evaluating their effectiveness: she nots the
most important accomplishments and suggests changes leading to
more efficient work, encourages rural supervisors in experimenta-
tion: arid recognizes individual initiative as expressed in the devel-

.
opment of the county-wide plan of supervision.

Bulletins.The State department of education issues monthly and
-occasional bulletins. The monthly bulletius give summaries of the
statistics from the repQrts of the 26 rural-school supervisors; prog-
ress reports of outstanding accomplishments, and make appreciative
and constructive suggestions. Occasional bulletins include treat-
ments of the following topics: Improving the teaching of language,
improving the teaching of history, remedial instruction, teachers'
conferences, music memory contests, pupils' reading circles and the
like. A recent research Imlletin reports the results of a study to
demonstrate the value of efficient rural supervision.

RURAL-SCHOOL SUPERVISION FROM THE VIEWPOINT OF
THE COUNTY SUPERVISOR

CORA PEARSON

Supervisor of Momentary School., Montgomery County, Ala.

The principles of supervision are the same everywhere, but vary-
ing conditions and needs demand varying adjustments and pro-
cedures. The first step in beginning supervision is to know just what
others havi thought and done on the subject, to lay up knowledge
and ideals on which to draw, to become saturated with the subject,
and to have principles and standards on which to depend when
facing the real situation. Ideals will be constantly changing and
yet the greatest changes will be in adjustments and not in standards.

Inspection nemssatry as a preliminary to supervirion.-4ust as the
physician can not treat his patient until he knows his condition, so

s.
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12 INSTRUCTION IN RURAL SC

the supervisor can not heli) a teacher until she ha$ diagnosed the
situation. This first work must be inspection, but. not of the kind.
which teachers dread. Among the things which a supervisor needs
to understand are administrative and physical conditions under
which wor is done. Smile of this information can be obtained from
office reco ds, some'of it. only from aservation.

Comm, nity itnd social eatufitione.The supervisor should under-
stand corn lunity conditions which form the background for each
school. This is very important when there are-distinct geographical
divisions or children from homes with widely different cultural en-

vironment. Often another adjustment has to be made from the
standpoint of social coititions.

First aid toe teachers.The supervisor's first visit is largely for
the sake of finding the outstanding problems. The teacher is the
main factor, and this first visit must not be a matter of diagnosing
the situation only. It is highly desirable that the teacher feel that
she has got oinetlìing from the veyy first visit which will help her.
Some kind of contact shouhl be established which leaves her with a
good attitude. Many teachers need help on the daily schedule, in
classification and grouping of children, or in organization. A

friendly word about how the teacher is situated as to Eying si4Elinge-

ments helps to dispel the lonely feeling which often comes with the
first few days. ,

The relationship between eupervisor and teachers.The relation-
ship between a supervisor and her teachers must be good, if the two
are to itccomplish anything in N7orking together. The dread which
often makes a wall between the two must be broken down. This is
done by the friendly word and attitude, but more by the fact that
the teacher realizes that the supervisor knows her problams, has ex-
perienced the same kind herself, and can now give the teacher the
benefit of what she bas learned.

The building up of an esprit de corps.The next step in relation-
ship is that existing ainong teachers themselvesthat spirit of coin-
r.adeship and teamwork which binds a group together, making for
pride and interest in the success of the great piece of work under-
taken, and at the same time causing each individual to.feel pride in
being a part of it. This is built up in intangible and unexplainable
ways. This spirit must characterize the official form There must ?

be mutual interests in the work 'of each. This is reflected in the
group. Undertakings aecompliRhea by the group, the passing on of
good thihgs from one school to another, the inspirational s' of
teachers' meetings, the emphasis ori the het that we are pulling tom
;ether for tertaifi ends, recognition of both effort and achievement--
all of these factors serve tci make -one feel that the or she can not
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SUPERVISION QF INSTRUCTIDN

afford to be the weak place which causes the break. One potent
factor in "spirit " is the leadership of the superintendent.

Helping tke individual teacher to ft into her 8ituation.The un-
trained, inexperienced girl must be given the teaching vievpoint and
helped to find herself in a situation different from any which she htis
yet experienced. Sometimes I find her in team, conscious that she
has not yet mastered the situation, sometimes unconscious that the
children are cont;tolling her instead of following her. It is difficult
to know what to do. Individual diderencvs must be taken into ac-
count, and the supervisor must find her way. There is danger of+
giving one so much at a time like this that it all s'eems a mountain
impossible to climb, but by taking one or two things awl iiìsiking
these clear, the inexperienced teacher gets u beginning, gains confi-
dence, and finally finds herself.

A piroblem of a different kind is that of the girl fresh from train-
ing l'hool, full of enthusiasm and visions. Her observation and
praMee have been under favorable conditions. When she faces the
roil situation she begins to try to put her theories into effect, and
not knowing how to adapt them becomes discouraged, many times
loses herself and reverts to the ways in which she was taught. The
point here is to keep her feet on the ground and her head in the sky.

One teacher in my giPoup had fallen heir to a group of children
who had sustained a reputation of being troublesome. She tackiod
the problem with a determined heart, but foundAthat her tactics were
not working. Finding her rather discouraged after a few weeks,
said, " Do you know who your leaders are? Don't you think it

would be a good thing to make a study of them and plan to make
them your allies? " We talked over some ways in which she could
study their interests and turn their leadership to good account in
class undertakings. She was soon able to manage tile situation and
was happy.

Still another situation in which the teacheemust be "put on hilt
feet " is when the experienced teadier, proud of her success and
reputation, meets a situation in which it appears that she may lose
some of the luster which she has gained. This happened recently
with one of the best teachers I have. Her class last year had =fide
an unusually fine record; they had led the school and the county in
their showing with the tests. They had a good reputation for attil.
tilde, industry, and be.h4vior. The new elas wnas great R contrngt

as could be found. She said, I think quit. I'll never be able

to do anything with these children; I can not hope to bring them
up to the achievements_of last year's class, and I will be so unhappy

to have them fall below.4*s-\ I said, "Well, now, in the first place, I
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14 INSTRUCTION- IN ,RURAL SCHOOLS

believe in you, and, in the second place, the good teacher is measured
by what she does with the particular problém which she has to meet."
This was sufficient. She threw herself into the situation and soon
came to tell me that it was all right. Many different kinds of ad .

justments have to be made in order to keep things going well. Some-
times a word or a question is al t that is necessary. The supervisor
must be constantly on the alert to eep conditions as they should be.

Helping to improve cla8Rroom instructiem.----The greatest super-
visory problem is that of improving classroom instruction. The
teacher must be helped first to know what good instruction is, next
to know how to proceed, and finally to know when she has succeeded.
The usual agencies through which supervisors accomplish this are
schoolroom visits, demonstration work, teachers 'meet ings of differ-
ent types, letters and bulletins, and test, both standard and informal.

Objectives from the standpoint of improvement of instruction
vary from'year to year according to needs. In the beginning of my
work the outstanding need vas better work in reading. Speed and
interptetation of the children were inferior ; the teachers did not know
what good reading was. When standard tests had beep given, show-
ingÈ

the calilikons, both teachers and children became tnterested
:

and
enthusiastic to improve. Other subjectts treated in the s'ame way were
arithmetic and veiling. Gradu'ally the county has been Imought to
almost normal guiding in the three subjects. At prese,nt One of our
big objectives is improvement in oral and written co*msition and
definite work in appreciation. An effort is being made to connect

,

up literature, music, and pictures more closely and to 110 the founda-
tion for a happier, more profitable way of spending lekure time.

711w eupervisor tro.tut Meek up on her arhie.vement4t: Just as the
,

business man must check up to know where he stands sit the end of
the year, and the teacher must find to what extent sh4 has accom-
plished her objectives, so the supervisor should be able toirealize what
she has achieved. She should ask herself what the at 'tilde t the
teachersAnd pupils is. Are the teachers more prof ssiontd and
ambitious? Are they seeking to improve by further sti ly ?Ws the
spirit of the children such as that expressed by the b who said,
" We are glad when you come 4ecause you are interested in what we
tire doing." The supervisor may well ask, " Have I rai d the level
of educatibn in this county and caused the teadlers to row? " If
she has, shé has mg worked in vain,

*
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II. Teaching Problems

1E ANALYSIS OF THE RECITATION

i
t
i

1

to
1

q
W. H. BURTON it

Pofesso of Education, Umirrraity of Cinkinnati

Before a supervisor can rate a teadter, or what is more
. Tor.

tantbefore a supervisor can help a toacher toward growth ar4I im-
.

provement, she n ust have the facts. Facts about teaching ar very
hard tb get, and t e lack of them has h4ndicapped the fivaluati anti
improvement of , tint? for generations. We havO been ndi-
capped because there has not been time Ito get the facts';; we hate not
had instruments vith which to get the4n. and until Tscently super-

4 i i
,

visors have not bt n trained to get then'.
There are, in th main, two ways to g t data on teach41ger: Through

the use of object i e tests afid through the use of detaileil analyses of
nctivities, materia s, and supplies. ThiFi discussion is cdnfined to the

1activity and mater\ials analysis. 1

1
i

These analyses Oary from xery limitod specific ones !to somewhat
igeneralized outlines.
1

The first or specific type of activity an41ysis is an ana vsis into the
most minute. detailed, and specific stat4ents possible e f what does
happen, what might! happen, what could 1appen, what s mild happen

mclassroo.in a Sim rila analyFes can madebe for item of materials
and supplies. ,

A supervisor will very often examine a piece of te hing- not in
general but in specific. A teacher muy h ve- difficulty %;ith question-
ing, with discipline, with some of the dilute .phase of problem f.

solving or drill. In that case -we mu..71 have an acti ity analysis
focusing attention upon the little specific hings that ar done or not
done by thefeacher.1

The seconil or Eeneralized type of act4vity analysis nsiders the
class work observed under five heads,: ) The lesson s a whole;
(b) the data siiPpIkd the pipils, (e) tle type of lesso used, (d)
some strong points to look för, and (e) ie weak points o look for.

These instruments (analyses) are desig elt as guides fo the super-4
visor. TheY are to be read from to retr h one's mind. Tl emphasis

II I .1 .40M. 11.1 MI 111/1!..../

Aaufpleo of these can be found in Anderson, rr, and Bush, Visiting t e Teacher at
Work ; in the Eighteenth Yearbook of the Natio al Society, Part II ; in. rton, Super-.
vision and *hobs Improvetnent Al .14Pach1at; In r and othets, Elementar School Sub-
jects; and many can he found. In the periodical terature from time to tim
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16 INSTRUCTION IN RTYRAL SCHOCH*

is on " having in mind." They may be placed also in the hand
the teacher as an aid to self-analysis and self-improvement. Th
may be the basi's for conference and discussion between supervis
and teacher. They are, of (murse, not to be carried into the root
and checked, but they could be checked immediately after a visit.

They are not instruments of inspection, 'though they may be so
used. The§* are not as cumbel*ne as they appear to be. If used
constandy and intelligently, they become more or less second nature.

Objection is sometimes raised to tile fact that too much analysis
kills ,the spirit or spoils the morale or atmosphere Jof the room.iSpirit, morale, or atmosrhere are fine anti necessar things, but tlwy
are guile susceptible to analysis. It does ntit do le slightest good
to discuss atmosphere unkss one knows why the atmosphere is good

ors'bact. Analyzed into its specifics one limy then use a situation
where the atmosphere is good to improve another situation where
it is not so good. The atmospheric supervisor will very often be a
kitidly and genial soul, popular with his teachjrs and supervisinge
1.vith little friction. He will not, however, make any appreciable
progress in improving the instruction, under his charge. The ana-
lytical supervisor will do this .and at 419 same time will not undul);
crush the spirit of the situation.

THE DEMONSTRATION LESSON AS AN AGENCY IN
. SUPERVISION

CABBIE R. SPENCER
Mate Supervisor of Eleitentary Educat4ote, MorttgoONry, Ala. (

This discussion of the demonstration lesson is based upon the
activities of the 32 rural school supervisors who work in a variéty
of situations, from the county with a school term of five °months and
80 school buildings, many of the latter with little or no evipment,
to 'the cduntY with a term of nine months and 14 school buildings all
NN:ell equipped.
. Principles relattog to we of deinomtration lessoa.----Uniform
supervisory procedure throughout the State is not attempted, but

*certain genera princip es um er ying good superviso
are accepted as governifig ihe work of all supervisors,
fheir situations. Three of these principles relating to t
demonstrationiesson as an agency in supervision follow
strations should be confined to ihose phases /of work in
obiectives set up for the county at the beginning
(2) The supervisor should know the school situations
various teachers work. (8) The demonstration shout
to meet tiv individual needs of -as many teachers as

proeei ure
gardless of

le use of ,the
(1) Demon-

luded in the
f the year.

which the
be planned
ible..

or'
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TEACTHLG PROBLEMS 17

Types of deliwnotration lemon ----41tree types of demonstration
lessons used most frequently are::

1. The lesson or group of lmons taught for a group of teachers
who are meeting outside the classroom.'

.2. The lessori taught for the individual teacher by the sflpervisor
during the classroom visit.

The lesson or series of lessons taught by a teacher in her oisriA

classroom for a group of visitors.
e 1e880n taught outttide the ela"room.---This lesson is used at \

teachers' meetings or at institutes where limited time and do

lar L i bers make the visiting of actual classrooms undesirable,

.

gr* of children is brought to the meeting place, and a lesson
is tau by the supervisor pr a teacher who may or may not be the
regulai\te chbr.

This iitu
of class ISP
which do nr

whici
teacher may de
pupils, or the
The chief valtit
nishe a basis
classroom visits.'

Tile lesson, ta or.the indieidtud teacher by the supervisor
classiro vi4 t..-This type of demonstration has certain

er other types but is often misused. The situ-van ge
rly .n al one (not artificial as in the first type),

estra fa t o being the supervisor herself. The oppor-
el t. meet the immediate needs of tho teacher, :\
Ids wait uhtil the group meeting or which,

one s Ion, do not justify taking the time of the

tion may,be utilized to show the more mechttnieftlaphases
ne a teaching Tirocedure. Lessons'ghOld be taught

end for their success upon their relition to otber
he Oupils should have mastered but have not. The
opstrate the initialefessons in reading with beginnihg
st of any series of lessons with pupils d'any a
f demonstration in such a situation is that' it fut-

eom!)arison and discussion duririg subsequent

during t

ation
the only
tunity presen
needs which
being péeuliar.t
wibole group.

The dangersing3r: be stil arized ¡thus: (.0' To attempt demonstra-
tiori :before aniLyting the tuation sufficient1y. toi know what is
`nbead and ho'i to .pvcied wisely; cr having analyked the'. situ-

carefully, a ifferetit procedure without first dis-
(mating with: tkiiteacheir the r n for her kind of procedure. .

.(2) ;The superisor ittay 4:.10 a' trying! out whith should be left
to the:teacher, ItSr bik tolry a .new way and .vapttblt
of .doing so.. T e karn4u1 'Asa t is type' of deanonstaktion
teaOting, are:. 1.. . , :3 t it

(a) 1116 super ear's. 01,1E4 .w tA details involved, and
so, loss of time in p adj fitment. pie demonstra-
tion ioimupiee 19n time thaw ,avallable for Om claw;
hence is of no hilp.
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18 INSTRUCTION- IN RURAL SCHOOLSs
t.

(b) The teacher may feel that with her limited training she can
not attain the skill demonstrated by the supervisor with her exten-
sive trainink. She does not view the demonstration as a challenge
1.0 her be.-t efforts.

((d') The atmosphere is so ovemtkoulated during the supervisor's
period of work that there is a decided let &Ali after her departure.
The children notice th jis and sometimes comment ()n it by wishing
that the supervisor "could be our teacher7a1.1 the 'time." Need-.
less to say, this kind of reaction vorks to aleacher's disadvantage.

(3) The supervisor sometimes catches at an excuse for- teaching
because she feels that she must do something to show her usefulness.
The effect of help given indiscriminately is confusion.

Conformity to the following principles will avoid these dangers:
1. The supervisor should be familiar with the procedure the teacher

has been using heretofore and should know what the teacher is
capable of doing in the way of abettor proced

2. The teacher arid supervisor should come to an underitaliding
as to the reason for tibaching the lesson.

3. The supervisor should be famillar with the subject ;natter
involved.

4. The teacher should summaiv,e the procedure tit the close of the
lesson, stating whaVhe has leainiaa or whkIi ftlatures she thinks
are worth trying out. .

5. The supervisor should demonstrate onlY w ien there is np doubt
about the advisibility of so doing.

7' he lesson taught by a teacher in her own classroOm, Pi a group
of visitors.----This form of demonstration is an effective supervisory
agency because it is prepared for, represents a thought-out procetikire,
anki thus has fewer possible dangers than the preceding type. Most
tea4yers attempt to tetbli for others only after getting help from
several sources. The best as well as the .nAiocre teachec is stim-

,

ulated to furtirer growth f)y this preparation. A teacher in a one-
room 016°1 was asked to tillow 14 other teachers in similar situations
to observe her teaching. " No, I can't-teach welt enough for that,"
she said. "Do you plan to continue in teaching work? " asked the
supervisor. " Yes, of course I do." "And do you plan to study

Il any more to improve your teaching? " " Yes." " Well, this teach-
ing 'for others .who will be glad to discuss your work with you will
help you to be a better teacher." . see. do it if you think I
can." ItIsult: The teacher demgnstrated good classroom routine
and good methods in primary reading, history, and geography.

Among the possibilities 9t this type of demonstratilln are:
1. To exemvlify details of good managemnent which would &mfuse

the teacher if disoussed during * classroom visit. Teachers learn
I. 0

I

Ill
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TEACHING PROBLEXS 19

without embarrassment the .advantages of such routine procedures
as: ,(1) Demanding individual instead. of concert responses, and
(2) having pupils distribute, materials instead of doing it themselves.

To refich the indifferent teachet without the personal element
entering in; The demonstration exercise may help the fairly good
teacher to realize the possibilities for improvement in her methoas;
and may help the mediocre teacher who hesitates to wink. her dif-
ficulties to change her attitude as she observes another teacher will-i
ing to submit her teaching to the criticism of the gPoup.

3. To illustrate desirable relationships betWeen. children and'
teachers. It is difficult to tell young teacheu what constitutes desir-
able attitudes toward pupils; the right teacher can very easily Viol',
what is meant, by desiraWe_attitudes.

The dangers of this type of meeting (which may be offset by care-
ful preparation orythe part of the supervisor) are:

1. Too mdny lessons tatwht at one meeting, so that the observers
are confused and fatigued. The number of lessons taught consecu-,
tively deperids upon procedure demoastrate,d. A. group might profit-
ably sit through two or three hours of teaching in a one-room school
*f the goal was to study the following of ,the daily schedule with the

endant routine, assignment of work, rest period and the like.
f the object is to t{tudy the qualities ot a goo(kdrilitesson, moving

from mom to room is profitable. A group of reachers could profit-
ably visit three different rooms observing three different drill lessons,
two in arithmetic and one in primary.reading.

2. Demonstration)); may bo too far beyond the resources of the
observers. An excellent teacher in a nioe months' school gave a
socialized le&son in geògraphy in which the pupils used matiy Mer-
ences, but no basic text, for a group of tbachers from five month
schools. It furnished an ideal. But most of the teachers observi

1-%

had no training beyond high school; their pupils did not kno orth
from south on a map; they had no materials but textbooks. A more
practicable demonstration would have ,shown how to use the avail-
able textbooks intelligently.

, .
Preparation for diRcutlsion.L.After the demonstration lesson's have

been planned, the supervisor must prepare for the discussion. Teach-
ers should recognize good teaching and summarize the, principles
underlying this teaching so (that they can apply them tot, tliCr own
work. A definite gui4e for )bservatiori in the minds of the t'eachers
observing is helpful in sun larizing. Observation outlines may 6e
sent to teachers in advance of the meeting or given out at the meet-
ing. At 'first they should include only a few outstanding features
stated so clearly that misinterpretation will be avoided. t

,2923-26-4 _
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20 IN STRUOTION IN 4ITEUIL, licmxiLs

A supervisor whose objective was "Improvement.in the oNaniza,
tion of the recitatipn " used the -followiog outline:

SUGGESTIONS FOR JUDGINÒ A RECITAN

1. State the problem before the Obis tor solution.
2. To what extent was thIs problem an -outgrowth of the needs and interests

14of the pupils?
3. What provision was made for f1eve1op114 initiative hmong the pupils?
4. State the leiding questions of the recitation.
5. Where was the recitation centered: Among the pupils? In the teacher?
U. List the outstanding points in the organization of the recitation.
Summary. *as this a good recitiktion?
1. What evidence was there that the pupils were personally concerned about

the solution of the problem?
2. What point in the organization of the iecitntiondld most toinsnre the

success of the lesson: The summary? The assignment?

Another outline prepared for untrained teachers in the obser.va-
tion of drill lesson.§ follows:

1. What was the best feature of each less'ön?
2. Why do you think they wer.e. best?

;

3. Is there opportunity for improvemeht along these Raw- lineR?
4.. What were other good features of the lestvs just observed? -Wby do

you think they were good?
5. Considering the three lesson, what are the qualities of a good dril

lesson?

The real value of demonstration lessons is determined by the re-
surtant itiiprovement in classroom proce,jure. Just as the d4mon-
stration lesson should be preceded by a supervisory visit lo the
classrooms to be represented at the meeting, so it should be followed \

by supervisory visits for the ptIrpok of .(1) leArning to what extent
4
the teachers are profiting from the observati,on and discussibp, and
(2) discussing with the teacJiers the next 4m9nstration meeting.

Suinmary.--The most practical;le letn,opstriltior leswn is that
which is taught .by a teacher. ipshçr own ,c4f,srpoip ,for. algroup of
visitors. .Therie. are thyee .importani tAtsks' for' the, sulxwsjsor in
connectior with this demonstradon:.. I.t .

Ilk 4 !1. Visiting eaeli school whiçii i§,tò be represented at: the meetkng
for the purpose of becoming acquainted with nas mad Tesources.

2. 'Planiiing carefully 'for the discussion whicii is fq follow the
, .1 ._. i

teaching. ---.,,
.v ,

ci ai.3. Checking the Atiles of the demonstration an g ;rig sugges-
tions for the next meeting by 'Making a second visit to the sclools.
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-TEACHING PROXIMA&

THE VALUE OF A TESTING,./PROGRAM AS A GUIDE FOR
SUPERVISION:

NORMAN FROST

Professor of Education, George Peabody Colirge for Teachere, ushrillr, Tenn.

A general testing program should answer the following questions :

1. Which schopls are the better?
2 Which pupils are

A. The stronger?
t. B. The weaker ?

Not doing their best ?
3. Whicth grades are the weaker

A. In the schools as a whole?

,4 B. In each school?
"4.----111t1Whicsh subjects are the .weaker--

A. In the school systtm ?

B. In each school
C. For each grade in the system ?

D. nr each grade in the school ?
5. Which are the stronger pupils in each stibject ?

6: Which 8ubjects are more difficuVor each pupil ?

The question as to which phases or parts of each subject nied
especial attention either in the system as a whole, in each.school, in
each grade in the system, in each grade in each school, or for each
pupil will have to be answered on the basis of specific diagnostic tests
which do not fall within the range of a general testing program;
these diagnostic tests should be used only following a general testing

tues for general weak
m.

rogram as a means of planning remedial me
woes brought out in the general testihg progr
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Pupil No.

INSTRUCTION IN RURAL SCHOOLS

GRADE SCORES-WHITE SCHOOLS
SCHOOL A-re- -TACKER

CI CA MA
_ .

1 I 4
2 4
3
4 4
5 4

7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14.
15_._

16
17
18
19
20 ..
21 ....
22

1

2
3
4

6....
7
8
9
10

11
12...
13....
14
15

..

-

.... .....

Co

17
18
19
20

21.
22

24

. . ow a.

4
4
6

5

5

6
6

10 3.5
11 Z 33
12 2. R5
9 I 4. 0

10 3. 2

13 2.5
10 3. 67
11 I 2. 85
13 3. 2
11 4. 5

15 4 35
12 S. 16
12 6. 0
14
16 5. 0

6 , 18 6. 75
6 12 3. 85
6 19 3. 5

i 15 4. 35
6 13 5. 16
7 6-14 6. 5
7 16 5. 0

3
3
3
3
3

4

5
5
6

6
6
6
6 ,

6
7

7

7
7
7
8

RR

3.4
3.3
2.4

3. 3

2. 6
3.9

10 0
2. 6

4.2
5.7
4.9
7. 2
5. 6

6. 2
5.

3.4
5,

4.0
4.3
3.4

RC WM

3. 8 1 0
3.3
3. ti
5.0

SR c

4. 0 4. 3
4.0 2. 7
4.0 2. 0
4.0 1 3. 3
4%0 3.3

3. 3 3. 6
3.8 3.9
3. 5 4. 6
& 8 3 5
3.5 t4 15

5.1 4.6 5.5
5. 1 5. 4
5.7 5.2 17
4.3 5.2 6.5
5. 6 , 8.4 9.7

4.3 3.9 3.0
4. 6 6. 7 4.0
4. 31 5. 0 5.9
5. 11 3.
4.61 3.3 5.3
6.5 ; fr.7 7.2
4.3 6.4 6.9

SCHOOL 11-2-TEACHER

! 2, 2
10 1. tit5
9 1 2. 0
9 2.
7 1.37

11

10
12
12
9

11

11

11
13
11

11
12
15
13
14

13
14
16
16

6. 75
4. 5'
4. 5
7. 25
4. 65

4. 0
& 16
& o
& 25
II 6

5. 33
3. 67
& 16
5. 75

5.7
2.0
2.9
3. 6
3.8

3.9
3.6
3.8
4.8
&2

4.3
4.0
4.3
6.2
4.3

& I
3.8
6.1
7.0
12

3.4

2.711
2.0
2. 0
2. 0
3.3

4.6
4.3
4.6
5.7
4.6

4. 0
4. 0 I
4.0
4. 0
4.0

t 0
4. 0
4.0
4. 0
4.0

4.0 *3.0
4.0 7.0
4.0 4. 4
4. 0 8. 5
4.o 3. 7
4.0 7.0
4. 0 1. 4

2. 0
3. 0
3. 7
3. 7
3. 7

5. 0
5. 0
7. 0
6. 0
7. 5

5.4
4.6

6.4
5.4

5. 9
5. 2
5. 4
8. 4
O. 1

11. 1
AA 7. 0

4. S & 9
4.3 6. 1
7. 2 149
4.6 R. 1

2.
2. 5
3.5
3.5

5.1
3. 5
2. 5
3. 5
3. 5

3. 5
9. 6
7. 4

9.
61/1

4. 0
4.0
4.0
4.0
5. 8

5, 8
4. 0
4.0
5.
4.0

2. 7
2. 0
2. 7

2. 0
4. 3

3 7 !

4. 8
4.4
2.0
A. 5

6. 5
5. 1

7
8. 5
5. I

5. 1
5. 1
K. 5
9 0
(Loi

4.1 4. 0 I
2.5 4.0
&Al; 8.31
7.6 5.8

'2. 5
5. 0
3.0

2. 5

6.0
3 0
5. 0
2.5
3.0

3. t4
3. 3
3. 0
4.0
3. 3

3, 5
3. 9
4. 0
4. 0
3. 5

2.5 4.4
3.0 5.1
8, 4 5. 1
:1 0 4. 9
S. 0 s8.

A eh
M A

1.1
1.4
1.0
1.

1.0

1.4
1.0
1.4
1.3

. g

1.0
1.0. ti
1. n
1. 2

3.01 4.2 .6
3.0 4. 8 1. 2
2.5 4.2 1.2
3.0 5.1 1. 2
5.0 4.2 .g
6 6 .6. 6 i 1.0
1 0 4.2 .5

3. 0
2. 5
3.0
2. 5

K 4
6.0
5.0
5.0
6.1

5.0
5. 0
5. 0
6.
6. 6

.5.0
3. 0
6.6
6.6
8. 4

¶1.01 0.6
6.0 3.0
7.9 12.0
2. 0 12.0

3. 1 : 1.4
2.2 ; 1.1
2. 9 1.4
2. 6 1.0
3.6 2.0

4. 0 1.0
3. 8 1. 0
3. 8 .9
18 1.0

6 . 9

5. 4 .8
4.2 .9

3
1.0

6
4. f

. 9
4.hi 1.1

3. 9 j 1.3
.87t 1.1

8, 7 ; 1.0
6.41 .9

4. 3
4. 4
6, 9

&
4

. 8
1. 1
1.3
1.1

The first éhild in School A, according to his achievement on the
'Monroe Silent Reading' Test, in rote was four-tenths of the way
through the third grade. The next' column, headed RC, gives read-
ing comprehension according tot same test. The column headed
WM gives the results of the Woody-McCall Mixed Fundampnt0
Test, translated into terms ot grades. The Illinois Intelligence. Test

Trots given during fourth month of school. Allowance wax not made for thiN
therefore pupils are rated in achievement anproximately four-tenths of a year Iii
advance of where tbey should be.
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and the Monroe Silent Reading 'Test publish scores which give the
grade placement according to.-achievement of the children. The
Woody-McCall does not do that. However, the grade scores are
calculated on the as.sumption of the unilateral distribution of prog-
ress as between grades; that is, the difference between the grade
norms for the third grade and the fourth grade iwas taken, and it
was assumed that one-tenth of that difference represented one-tenth
of the year's wor.

The column h ivied SR rePresents the results of the Stone Rea-
soning Test, given in the fifth grade and above. The column headed
C gives the results of the English composition as measured by the
Nassau County Supplement to the Hillegas scale. The test was

applied but did not measure ability below that of the fourth grade.
Most of *the pupils in each of these schools had an ability which was

not great enough to 1* measured by this scale. The column is in
eluded on this sheet as an illustration of the kind of thing to which,
we should pay relatively little attention, save RS indicafing a very
low standard in general. The column headed S represents the re- .

sults in spelling as measured by the Buckingham Extension of the
Ayers scale; and the column headed P the results in penmanship
measured by the Thorndike scale. The column headed Ach gives
the average of the achievement in school subjects, stated in terins
of .)7ra(le placement. The column headed Ach/MA giyes the quotient
obtained by 'dividing the general achievement by the mental age.

In cases where this is 1 it would indicate that the pupil is making
progress whiCh with his intelligence should be expected of him;

where the quotient is more than 1, the pupil is making more than
satisfactory Progress; and wherè it is less than 1, the pupil is fail-
ing to make satisfactory progress.

Returning to the questions wjiich were proposed to be answered,
the first' one was, "Which schools are the better? " Taking these
two schools as the basis of comparison, we find that the median' of
the final column, achievn.ient over mental age, for School A is 1.051
and for School 11 is 1. There is some question as to the reliability
of group intelligence tests as applied to country children. For ex-

ample, pupil No. 6 in School B shows a mental age which would
place him two-thirds of ,the way through the first grade. His
achievement indicates that he is six-tenths of the way through the
third 'grade., or approximately twice as far along in his school sub-
jects ù,s his intelligefice would seem to warra..0.--.

According to the measures as we havettlem; however, this median
of achievement over meiltab,age gives a slight preference to School A.
According to thé column headéd Achievement, there are three pupils
in School A that Are op to the prosent grade placement, and hi

I Carrying out the* decimal.
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24 INSTRUCTION IN RURAL SCHOOLS

School B there are five children who are up to their present grade
'placement, Between thev schools there terns relatively little choice
in regard to general ability and progreas. Further standards or
cA)mparisons can be made, all bringing about the same conclusion.
For example, the median pupil in achievbement in School,A is nine-
tenths of. a grade below the grade in which he is now placed. The
median is the same, in School B. Again, School A has only one
pupil who is two years behind; School B has four pupils who are

.two years behind. The one case in School A is a 16-year-o1d child
in the seventh grade, and it is entirely possible that it would be
justifiable to promote an overage child. to a point where he could
receive a little more benefit in the short time he will remain in school.
In School B none of the diildren were seriously overage. That
would .give a &light advantage to School A in regard to grading.
Again, in School:A no children have achievement materially ahead
of their grade plamment. No. 12 has one-tenth of a grade more
than his placement at the beginning of the year, but, since the test
was made in November, while the school started in September, it is
obvious that, as a matter of fact, he is still slightly behind. In
School B four pupils are ahead in achievement, two of them ma-
terially ahead. No. 3 is a 7-year-old child in the third grade; No.
19 is a 13-year-old child in the seventh grade who has a mental age
placing him one-fourth of the way tjirough the eighth grade and an
gchievement placing him seven-tenths of the way through eighth,

(rrade.
The second.quesiion was, " Which pupils are (A) the stronger, (13)

the weaker, arid (C) not doing their best? " It is supposed that in
die column ',Achievement over mental age," where we find that the
result is less than 1, it is likely that. the pupils couZdo 1;ettier work
than that which they are now doing.Example, No. 10 in School A.
In the two schools there are 12 ca,ses of such. weakness. It is, sug-.
gested that the supervisor should, with the help of the teacher, check
up on such factors as physicál condition, outoide work, attendance,
home influence, special interests of the pupil, etc.

The third iquestion was, Which grades are the weaker (A) in the
schools' as whole, (B) _in each school? " Using the column Ach,

o w.4ich gives the achievement, we reach an answer to our question by
finding fQr each pupil the- acceleration or retardation in regard to
grade plácement. For example, .$chool..A.,, pupil No. 1, in the fourth
grade; has an achieveip.t..in school .subjects that would put him
eight,tentlis of th, way t,4r:Qugh, the third grade. He is two-tenths

a grtktielivhin4 his prespt, plapetuept. His *no ding would be
inirnus two4euth§.. ip taeyeA-te4Iis behi.nd No. 3 one

No; 4 exOly right; behind,; No. 6 five-tenths
of a year ; and pupil No. 7 is one-Wnth of a year below grade. These

.
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seven pupils constitute the entire fourth grade. The measure used
for the relative standing of the fourth grade in this case is the sum
of these deficiencies divided by 7, the number of pupils in the grade.
In School A it is indicated that, the fourth.grade RS whole is forty-
five one-hundredths of a year behind the ieal placement of the chih
dren. Thefifth grade, in the smile way, is calculated to be eighty
One-hundredths of a 'year below its present rati* in the sixth
grade the. achievement is -1.19 years; and the seventh grade is 1.6
years bellow. In School It, using the saint' method, we find That
grade 3 is twelve one-hundredths of a. year behind ; grade 4 at stand-
ard; grade 5 is one year and two-tenths; gra4e 6 is, one year and
seven -one-hundredths; grade 7 is one year and fifteen ohe-hun-
dredths; and _Wade 8 is one year and six-tenths below standard.
This process of calculating the degree to which eaeh grade is re-
tarded or accelerated may be followed either for the school system
as a whole or for eacb school separately.

The fourth question was, " Which subjects are the *eaker (A)
for the school system as a whole, (J3) for each school, (C) for
each grade in the system, (D) for each grade in each gehool?"

The procedure for determining the weaker subject is appk
Liately the same for each of .these four questioris. Taking the
last eine of the four subheads as an example of the method of pro-
cedure and using the sixth grade in Sdiool B as tua illustration
of the point, the procedure is abput the satne as that which we
followed in the previous question, using the arithmetit. means of.
the algebr4ic sums of. ,r4ardation twd ar,e0eration for eacb pi the
sdkjeks. The. results wAio` that , in. die sixth gra.de of. School 1.1.

016-)rt;adinig.tate. is 1..37 Yeirs 1ie.1(;w .pret;e'nt placement; the rding
comprehension is 1.33 years; the Woody-McCall Mixed Funditmen-
tals in arithmetic is twenty-one one-hundredths of a year below; the
results of the! State Rea9oning Test indicate that they are 2.1 years
behind; the English; ieoraposition 1.25 years behind; veiling, one-
fifth .of a year behind; penmanship, one-third of a year behind.
In rank of excellence, then, the sixth grade is bèst in fundamentals
of arithmetic, mext, best in spélling, next in penmanship, next
best .inL English oompositibn,. 'next best in reading comprehension,
next best in.Teaditig- rate, and poorwt in 'reasoning in arithmetic.

The fifth..question wati;" Which piipiiR ;are the stronger each
subject Mitt ig answered by simple ingliection to be cheeked up
by teacher% judginea. 'For -example, in the sixth krade of School
kilo* are vipht) childneni, Which these is the- best -in -feading
rate Pupa Noc 1.4 t in the )8okoo1 f has! a; reading rate which wokild
plow- hui two-tenths of the, w4ty = through the seventh ! grade:
Nara* to this, pupa No. -18: has a &Wink rate which would put

4,1'11 .10 I I:, ' . ;*.
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26 INSTRUCTION IN RURAL SCHOOLS i
4him four-tenths of the way through the third grade. Obviou ly

mil No. 18 is having difficulty with his reading rate and n ds
special work. .

The next question proposed was, " Which subject is most d" it: uit
for each pupil r' This, again, is determined by simple ins/ c ion.
Taking as an illustration pupil Nd. 18 in School A, the one who
is having difficulty with his reading rate, we find that he it ma-
terially behind in all subjects since his median achievement ould
place him only two-tenths of the way through the fourth 'grade.
The subjects, in order of excellence, for this pupil are Stolle Rea-
soning, Woody-McCall Mixed Fundamentals, spelling, readiN com-Iprehension, English composition (remember that this . re does
not mean much), reading rate, and penmanship. Appare lk pupil
No. 18 is better in arithmetic than in any other subject. 1

After the general testing program has been given, it is ver
tial that individual diagnostic testing should be done both fortindi-
vidual pupils, to find out their particular difficulties, and for glisa de s

that are materially behind, to find out the apparent cause. 1 'these
diagnostic tests may be either such standardized tests as the ( _ve-I
land Survey Test in arithmetic or they may be specific (pies 05/1s

prepared by thp teachers to determine proficiency in given points.
For example, it would be very easy to devise a test which would
determine whether a fourth grade knew how to handle ciprIers in
the answers to examples in long division; whether a fifth-grade elass
could divide a simple fraction by a simple fraction.

ANALYZING THE SCHOOL SITUATION -THE PLAN OF
SUPERVISION FOLLOWED IN HALIFAX COUNTY, N. C.

ANNIE M. CHERRY
Supertisor

skt
Glow8-ification cuid curriculum.The first step decided upon was

to classify pupils according to normal rate of progress, and then
adjust the curriculum to the interests and needs of the various
groups.

The we of tests.Accoi-dingly, the use of standard tests was
begun in December, 1922, by giving the Thorndike-McCall Reading
Test, Form 2, in all rural schools from the third through the remain-
ing grades. The results revealed that children were reading slowly
and without the desired accuracy of comprehension. There was a
wide range of ability both within and amoug classes. After a study
of results of these tests and concentration on remedial work for sev-
eral months, a more comprehensive testing program was launched
is February, 1923, including achievement teas in reading, arith-
metic, and spelling, and the Nations. Intelligence Test. All were
given throughout the system.

,
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TEACHING PROBLEMS 27

After Andy and,5terpretation of the results of this testing pro-
gram, it was decided to clamify pupils on the basis of the tests at the
opening of school the following September (1923). Pupils in each
g;rade were grouped into superior, average, and low-average groups
for tea6hing purposes. Diagnosis was made of special difficulties
of the individuals in each group and a program of remedial work
inaugurated.

The success of this experiment justified an additional testing pro-
gram in the spring of 1924. The same grakles previously testell were
again tested; using the Thorndike-McCall Reading Test, Form 3,
Woody-McCall Mixtld Fundamentals in Arithmetic, Form II, spell-
ing test from the Buckingham Extension of the Ayers scale, and
National Intelligence Thst, Form II. These tests showed progress
in approaching higher class standards and marked improvement
among individual children.

llefore the close of the schools in the spring of this year it was
decided to reclassify and promote pupils on the basis of (1) educa-
tional achievement in the fundamental subjects, (2) mental ages
as derived from ihe tests, and (3) the teachers' estimates of their
ability and achievement.

Plait for 1924 and 1925.--A detailed study of conditions revealed
by results of a testing program extending over a two-year period
was now made. On the basis of this study definite objeptives for
accnmplishment on which teachers centered their work for the com-
ing year were worked out. These included: (1) Securing better
esults in reading, arithmetic, and spelling; (2) elimination of the

excessive number of over-age pupils; (3) better functioning of
special classes.

In the fa of 1924, through group meetings, demonstration lessons,
special visits of the supervisor to classes tested, and encouragement
of teachers and pupils to improve class and individual scores, the
objectives were concentrated upon. Definite remedial work was
planned by teachers and suriOrviors. Mimeographed sheets of sug-
gestions setting forth all possible helps were distributed from the
county office to teachers throughout the county. Supplementary
readers were made available for schools, and strict check was kept
on the situation in the fimdamental subjects. This kind of analysis
of the children's work led a'a more comRrehensive study of work
from the standpoint of the State course of study. A. number of
professional books were systematically studied by the teacher& (t

The problems which confronted the supervisor in regard to -the
special classes were to decide what material will; of most value to
children in these groups and how to obtain this material. A pro-
gram of work wig planned in terms of the individual needs of 6'14
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28 INSTRUCTION TN RURAL SCHOOLS

dren in'the special groups. Elimination and
as supplementation of material, were found n ary.

Preventive ineamire8.--The experience of t

rganization, as well

o years of intensive
supervision led to the determination to avoid rkurrence of the situa-
tion encountered at the beginning of the NNiork. Accordingly, it
was decided to begin work in classifying chit ren in the first grade,
and Pintner-Cunninghtun Intelligence Test ras given to children
entering school for the first time and to thoe repeating the first
grade. On the basis of this test the )11 )ils w re divided into three
groupsfast-moving, slow-moving, and av4age. The purpose
was to establish a rate of progress for each' ,group. No definite
changes were made in the content of the course of study, but adjust-
ments to the needs of the children were worked out by the-teacher
and supervisor.

In March, 1925, tests were again given as an itid to promotion and
to measure progress in achievement and general ability and to com-
pare results with previous records. To the tésts previously men-
tioned, which were again given, the followinglowere added : First
and second grade, Detroit Word Recognition :Test; second grade,
Haggerty Primary Reading; third to seventh, Iltuckingham Reason-
ing Problems, Morrison-McCall Spelling Scale, Huddleson's Com-
position Scale. Practically all grides surpassed the scores made the
spring before, and the county medians for the subjects tested
approached moie nearly the ational standard.

It seemed the part of wisdom to continue the same promotion
scheme initiated the nit]. before. Graphs end tables were made out
and posted showing the extent of improvement over the three-year
period. In g'eneral, there has been continuous growth in the various
subjects, although errors presented have not been entirely eliminated ;

nor have all groups in the county beeñ brought up _to the standard
for which we hid hoped. Yet improVement has been creditable, with
steady average gains.

AN EXPERIMENT IN DIRECTIVE SUPERVISION

ANNE HOLDFORD

County Riperviaor, Wake Cousty, N C.

nterest in and time for rupervision.Cubberley, in " The Princi-
pal and His School," says that the measure of a principal's interest
in supervision is the means he employs to find time to do such work.
Our problem was to interest principals in supervision to such an
extent that they ivould make Me effort necessary to find time foi

2'114 situation,--In our county éf 824. square miles there are 281
elementary teachers in 70 'White schools ranging in ,size from 1 to 26
teachers each. This is the beginning of the fifth year of 'continuous
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PROBLEM: . 29

supervision in the county. Going to one schOol each day it would
tike three months -and three weeks to get around. Many of these
schools haye only a six months' term. This would necessarilj mean
that the supervisor would come in contact with some of tile teachers
Qnly once.

Beginning of the work with tjte principals.--We adopted the State
plan.of group center teachers' meetings by which the county super-
visor meets every oue of thé elementary teachers at least three times
a year. The principals of the 11 larqst schools in the county at
which the meetings were held attenda both the demonstridion
diessons of the morning session and -the aftqvuoon discussiou. At
these meetings, many of thew observed for the first time a ic.lass
exercise from start to finish And heard it reconstructed later. 11n the
conference following eaciii meeting principals were asked to see that
teachers were working along the lines suggested in the afternoon
discussion. Not much was accomplished by this Alwthod to interest
principals in elementary supervision. They were t90 " highlschool
minded " to be much "attracted to ,the details of eUi\nentary-school
work.

Making use of high-school conditiona to interest p 'neipals.Xn
the spring of the 1923-24 school year achievement testi in reading,
composition, vocabulary,.and ,kluglisli forms were given to all high-,
school. pupils in the county. The resula.graphed showed that the
seniors measured by national stAndards were eighth grade in their
achievement, though their rate of pr.ogress .was normal . from the
eighth to the eleventh grade. According to the.tests the high schools
were doing a good job with the material the elemmtary schools were
sending them. The trouble apparently lay in the elementary school.

The county seventh-grade examinations (consisting of achieve-
ment tests in reading, compositio4, arithmetic, and spelling) given
in 1924 shdwed that Pupils were being promoted to the high.sdlocil
on a stalidard of the fourth month of the sixth .grade. For a vec-
ond time.the high-school improvement was stio.wn to be dependent
upon' improved .work in the demeptary school..

Result ef a conference of hight-aqwol teacher* find principals with
the -county superinte-44ent and swiervii&r.-9-L-The situation was put
before the high-school teachers and principals at a county-wide con-
ference, at which they agroed:..(1) .Thai a careful diagnosis of: the
situation in the grades.below the. sevénth should be made in\rder
to determine die causes of this low standard; (/.) that remedial:1141as-
ures to oyercome the difficult.ies lound must be applied; (3) .that
there lAust be an accurate and intelligent checking in each grad.
from the -tilird through the wveilth; .sqtd..(4) that the standard
schools must be eetluipped so that the.work.outlined might be dons
effectively.
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30 INSTRUCTION IN RURAL SCHOOLS

A testing program.Early in the fall of 1924 achievement and
intelligence tests were given by the supervisor. Principals were
requested to see that each teacher inform parents about the stand-
ing of their children as shown by the achievement tests nnd post
a graph inlier room showingeach child just where e stood. After
some weeks a second series of fests were given to !check progress.
Re:Alts were discussed with each teacher and with the principal to
acquaint him with the situation in each\ room and with the super-
visor's suggestions. Early in the spring\ tiv county superintendent
advised the principals of the large tYpc\ schools to use tests as a
»Isis for Prom otion. Avery principal vçted to acopt t F,c erne
of promotions by standard achievement ests, teachers' judgment,
and mental tests and stood firmly by this decision.

PlanA to enlist more (retire\ cooperation froin principakThe
supervisor next decided to lirm her activities to directing the work

4 through principals. rather, than teachers an I to 1ut the major part
of her time on classifying the p pils in the frst ntd second grades--
an important Piece' a work whi h had not h en chine up to this time.

The count super4itendent c lled a meet ng
principals to prese the niatteti to them. iite p
thé high schools were to cont4e to devel as they
principals would have to pay mot'4p attention t the
work; and that better work in the elementary gr es
in well-prepared pupils in high school, a large Per entage
would remain until j.hey were graduated. Confe
by principals with the county superintendent an
voted to elementary-grade work. Under the ,leade hip
pervisor a definite program 'for improviltg the Nvork f

f the high-school
inted out that, if

should, the
lementary-grade

would result
of whom

nces were held
supervisor de-

of the su-
grades three

follows: (1)
1pup as shown by
rmine(let how' ti)
wn by spring
hird week of

to seven was inaugurated.
The 19546 prograti agreed upo

To check with teachers the dassification every
record sheet`; (2) to hold meeiliT with t achers
meet the specific needs of each conditione
test papers; (3) to administer achitventen

to
pupil as "sh

tests during
*school to (a) all conditioned pupils, (b all pupils
schools other than standard elementary, ) all pupils e
grade; (4) to direct teachers in the correct ng, scoring, a d
of the results of standard tests givft; 5) te Aist
classify pupils on basis of tesi, results; ( to prepare
each room by the first week of the second u onth a chart
standing of each pupil on the last standa d test; (7)
parents with the standing of their children as shown on the
(8) to promote theigreatest possible progres8 of each pup
three to seven; (9) to give mid-term tests, score, tabulate

tering fOin
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TEACHING PROBLEMS 31

results, regrouping pupils where necessary and infoi4 ling pareP6i

of the progress made by their children; (10) to give tests near end of

term for promotion.
Principals agree to Rtudy time allotmen,t.To help principals find

time for all these duties the county superintendent is cpnducting a

study of the amount of time devoted to each of his various duties by

the principal. Discussion of the results of the time distribution

st, and the working out of a time budget to fit the needs of each

trill principal will follow. This, it is hoped, will reduce the

/¡unount of time given to relatively unimportant matters ani lead to
I a better time distribution. I.

; Helping principals through demoneration leesoim.To carry the

\work a step further the forenoon program of the.next a1l-da3; meet-

ng devoted a 30-minute period to discussion led by the supervisor

as to what to look for in two-class exercises by a first and a third-.

grade class in arithmetic which were conducted for demonstration.
During the afternoon period a primary teacher discussed the atti.-.

tude of the teachers as a whole toward the superviForY activit*.of
'their principal. :1 discus:.iion ptrioil followed in which principals
asked such questions as: (1) " What can I do when I Observe a good

teacher like MN. S. who knows more about teaching fourth grpde
arithmetic titan I do? " (2) "What...shall I do with two 16-year-old

!nmils who came into my school from a small school and say they are

in the fourth grades but`the tests show Ahem to be second grade in
ability? " (3) "When our next series of tests-are given in mid-term

will the flpervisor help us decide On those' pupils who nePd reclassifi-

cation? I feel that this is one of the most important and difficult

things we have to do."
Results of the Wake County experiment.Principals have carried

out the supervisory pmgrams outlined and are developing initiative.

The teachers have done the work, but the principals have directed it.

Instead of sending for the supervisor to Fettle minor points, they seek

an opportunity to talk matters over with her and then work them
Out with the teachers thémselves. 'We are developing a county-wide

plan of directive supervision whereby well trained and capable prin-

cipals in our larger rural consolidated schools may direct and t:lip'er-

vise the work of.both the elementary and high-school grades in their

scki9o1s.
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III. The Value of Supervisory Plans and Programs
NV. H. BURTON

nivereity of Cincinnati

One of the chief defects in the past has been tluit supervisors have
not made definite programs nor set up objectives or goals-toward
which to work. This has resulted in inuch vague and ill-directell
effort. While mutth good work has been done, it bas been limited
narrowly to classroom supervision and has not attocked any bra(l
general problenis.

Planning is a Inplamental principle of supervision. Mr. John
M. Foote, of the Slate Depaitment of Louisiana, saidVA supervisor
without a program has no point ,of departure find no

,

destination."
Dr. F. G. Bonser, of Teachers., College.; said that it is impossible to
estimate tlie worth of supervision unless there is a program definite
enough to measure. A. eargully planned program is an essential -in
any scheme of sup'ervision. Superintendents, supervisors, and build-
ing principal's shòuld construct sudi plans.

Se4ral reasons may be given:
A planned program insures that the supervisor has thought his

situation through, analyzed it, and selected foP attention ixeak spots
or new needs.

2. It insures a definite program of professional activity ihreded
'toward the. achievement of certain definite objectives. It tends thus
to .dispiacq mere routine visitation and inspection, vague and, general
supervision.

3. It, is a source of professional stimulation to all concerned.
.4., It gives the administrative 'officers, the school board, or other

lay observers defiriite ideas of the work atteniptea and a *for
judging and evaluating.supervisioh.

5. Making a good program tesW the ability of the supervisory
staff.

6. Definite programs construcled by all supervisors make for easier
coordination of their work.

Despite the theoretical support for the principle that: planning is
a fundamental of supervision, it is not carried out in practice as it
might be. A survey of programs planned 'for 259 citiés and cotinties
throughout the country recently conducted indicates (1) that super.
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VALUE OF SUPERVISORY PLANS AND PROGRAMS 33

vision is planned in less than 59 per cent of the cases; and (2) that
some of the best supervisory programs come from rural sources.'

From the above and other sources 2 it would seem thud the essentials
fi in planning are that the supervisor or prificipal or a department of

supervisors and teachers should survey their situation, discovering
by analysis the objectives of their work and planning card an

upon each of them: Attention should also he given ,to the
matter of checking the program as it progresses and itt 'the end-of
a unit of time.

Good supervisory programs. will *possess the three following
elements:

1. A set of 'clearly stated definite objectives.
2. A clear-m.4 outline of the means, devices, and procedures to be

utilized in the attainment of the objectives.
3. A clear-cut outline of the criteria, checks, or tests to be applied..

to the results 01 supervision in tirder to determine the success or: fail-
ure of the program.

Some necessary steps in° constructing supervisory prolrams are
the folloiving: 4

I.. Study or survey fhe situation by any means available and fit-
ting, in order to determine the needs of the systvm or building.

2. CoVruct a total list of needs, problems, defects, or new de-

partures which might he made into definite ajective's.
3. Select from this list a small number of these problems and

state them definitely as the objectives for the term or year.
4. Outline for each objective the specific and detailed procedures

which will Iv utilized in achieving the bndH songht.
5. Outline clearly the criteria, tests, or checks-i*Thieh,can he fairly

u.sed to determine the success or failure of Ihe plan at the Oose bf
the peeiod of its operation?

6. Publish this plan in printeid or mimeographed °form. Piave it
in the hands of teachers, supervisors, principals, aii4if pecel;s!try;
devote a general meeting to explanation and discussion. 4The
aniount of teacher pfirticipation used in constructing the original
plan will determine in some measure the course to be followed
here.)

7. Provide for flexibility.

' Chapter IV, "Supervision: A thendral Volume,". A, S. Barr abd W. II. Burton, D.
Appleton & Co.

s Pittman, The" Worth of School Supervision." Foote, J. M., " School Supervislog,"
Journal of Rural Education, May, 1922.
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IV. intelligent Use of the Textbook

OR.VILLE C. Blum

Professor of Education, Ohio State University

AS'ivnifimit part played by te.rt8.Practice current in rural schools
seems to justify revising the old dictum, "As is the teacher, so is the
school " to read "As is the textbook o is the scilool," for tqxtbook

recitation.assignment page a ter page and text ) pa e a ter page
make up in large measure the dilly round of the sch ol activities.
There is small chance that the average rural teachei with many
duties, relatively limited background and professional repara;ion,
can dispense with a textbook; *yet something can be done secure a
more intelligent use of this valuable terching instrument.

-What intelligence i8.It is important that we have a usable idea
_t

of what intelligence is and how it works. intelli - means effec-

tive adaptation of means and ends. Note the wore nd is used
in Place of "to." This difference is significant. An illustration:
The intelligent farmer planted corn in the South when the boll
weevil was rampant and uncontro110. He does not raise 'corn on

buckwheat land nor practice intensive farming on the New England
hills. ...lie varies his treatment of the soil as the seasons change.
He takes account of the factors conditioning his work. such as soil.
temperature,_pfinfall, market facilities, the presence or absilnee of
insect pests, the detnands of various crops and animals and his own

resources in ability, interest., strength, time, and money. Through
a study of all these factors and a consideration of his own appro-
priate reaction,le lays out a plan to secure results. In contrast to
this, the unintelligent, ineffective farmer follows a course deteemined
without reference to the facts in the case. An intelligent worker
considers the facts in making his original plan and changes his plan
as conditious at.any time vary from those at first anticipated. Inteh
ligent action mehns action continually modified' in keeping with
chvging conditions. SvpervisoN and teachers have certain things
to do, certain resources with which to do them, and (Trtain obstacles
with. which to contend. To the etent OW all these are considered
in diatermining action, supervisors and teachers are intelligent.
Anything that arbitrarilY fixes ends or dictates the use of means
and resources obstructs the Ream of intAligence.

Growth actirity of the HIM and the mean$ available in gtimu-
lation.---tEducation to4day aims to promote child growth, to enrich
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INTELLIGENT USE OF THII TEXTBOOK 35

the child's life with meaning, to develop his potAntial abilities that
he may be happy, and society wen and abundantly served. The
quality and range of these abilitiei vary with the individual. Each
is unique. Society, democratic and progressive, has Ho One pattern;

there is room for all. The child, on the other hand, is innatelx

social. The resource;;, opportunities, and responsibilities of pssoci?

ated living are sources of his growth,. and betmeen these and him
there is constant interaction. During these interactions the avail-

able means and accompanying conditions continually vary.
The textbook is on1N one of the means to be used in this process

of growth activity whose ends or purposes are as constantly chang-

ing as are the child and his world, both physical arid social. It
should be variously used as the pyrposes and other means -vary. In-
telligent t of the textbook implies that at the time the child uses
it he has

. ni certain consequences or outcomes and sees the rela-

tion of th con .ent of the textbook to his purpose and plan. To

suppose tut intelligent use is uniform use is to misconceive the basic

nature an( function of intelligence.
Intelligence in adults and children.Dewey says, b`A man is

stupid. blind, or unintelligentlacking in mindjtist in the degree

in which in any activity he does not know what he is about ; namaj,
the probable cou-segliences of his act.F. We7nocracy and 1:W11ra/ion,

p. 12(-1.) If the'child is to -grow adequately in his power to live.
iittellipv,ily, lie must so live during his S or 12 years of schooling.

e movement to cent(9 the attention of educators upon purposeful

activity and to Organize sOlool work-under larger problems or activi-

ties is an attempt to give the child's intelligence a chance.

The intelligent use of textbooks.A textbook is used intelligently

when it is made a means to the attainment of ends. Ends vary and

the use of textbooks should vary. If concerned. about writing for

Ole school paper, the language book and the clictionary are sources

to be used. If oontrasting life of the preserit and colonial times,

appropriate chapters in history text reader service. If the chiM ,
is reading history to gratify random healthy curiosity or for the en-

jorment of history itself. he may well follow the book front start to

finish.
The 14e of tiga textbook by the teacher must be judged by similai

standards. She should know it as a whale in order to use it with
discrimination to meet hey own needs and to suggest its specific eon-

tributions to the needs of her pupils.
An intelligent use of the textbook by any on4: teacher, or any grouri

of teadhers, will vary with the varying interests of chihiren. It will
vary as one group of children differs in ability and heritage from
another. A history book in Text .can not be. used in the smug way
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INSTRUCTION IN RURAL SCHOOLS

with maximum effectiveness for a migrant rural tenant group, a
Mexican group, a group of foreign children, and a tioup from-well-
to-do cultured homes. Adaptation of the text on the teacher's part
is a mark of intelligence.

The use will vary with the nature of the textbooks. Some arith-
metic books are expurgated and practical. Others are not. Some
histories have dropped some of war content and *pass lightly over
dates, names, and details. A speller containing a scientifically se-
lected and graded list o'f words can he followed religiously, allowing,
of course, for the addition of words of immediate interest and those
meeting individual needs.

The teacher's use of the textbook must vary also according to
other availaWe resources and her mastery of them. The teacher
with a single text in geograPhy or hygiene can not be so free from
the text, nor secure as much critical comment by the class, as if the
school were well equipped with 13upplementary texts fTd othei read-
ing material. The teacher with no other facilities for teaching
elementary science than the book must be judged by a different
standard than is the teacher with a well-equipped, laboratory. An-
other factor is the teaciw's personal resources. If one has a wealth
of experience through reading, travel, social contacts, he need de-
pend less upon the textbook-Ahan one who lacks these advantages.
Especially is this true if the first teacher is ingenious and resource-
ful in utilizing resources and the second has little resource and
imagination.

An intelligent use of textbooks connotes an adaptation of educa-
tional means and educational' values so as to realize the most effective
workink harmony. Intelligent usenkof textbooks, like intelligent
firmers, exhibit practices as varied as thi complex forces at work.

. In the 14tht of the foregoing discussion aiformity of actual class-
room practice within a State or system stands coridemned.

*me cataes responsible for misuse of texts.In a recent State
educational meeting a group of teichers spenta large amountfof time
'reporting upon the topic " I get my children ready for the
examinations.:' In this and some Sher States state-wide examina-
tion questions and answers over a period of years have been pub-
lished. In (»Ai such State a lawn assignment was observed directly
6ora this book which the children studied instead of the text.

Busy teachers whoi(efollow the textbook da , those who
cull all textbooks teed with an eye single the examination, and..-

neglectthose who the textbook for the ifibre concise veption and
answer books exhibit a i;ractical intelligence fpr the inflexible goal
established by school Admiiiistrators. The measure of :Their success
is the*. percentages of pupils who successfully pass an,- examination
calling for a re:citation of the,textbook materials. Oi course, this
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INTELLTGENT USE OP THE, TEXTBOOK 3s:

is not what we want. My point is we can not Call it unintelligent
teaching technique. Until we modify the values toward which the
school is to strive, until we create a situation in which the teacher is
free to use her intelligence for worthy ends, until viNe free her mind
froni ingrained standards and practices, utitil we provide resources
both within the school and °within the teacher herself, we can not
justly hope for ideal use of textbooks.

Respomdbility of 8upervi8or.ft and adminiAtrators." Intelligent"
supervision and leadership would not seek an equal independence of
the textbook by all teachers. The best thing that many teachers can
do for their children, considering their own limited resources, 6ain-
ing, and insight, is to stick closely to the book. For these teachers
the most we can hope to do is to provide theni with a good text or
two. For a few the voercive and specifying examination may 6e
quite 9ecesshry. Others 'can profitably utilize a greater freedom,
varying in degree from the " book 'teacher " to the teacher to whom
guy text is merely we of many sources of enriching experiences for
children. The pity is that so many teachers are working on such a
low level and are confirmed if not confined in their present practice
by the conditions surrounding them.

Changes in.examinatians, textbckoks. and 8tandard8 demanded.
Seine change should be wrought in. -xaminations before we can
expect more intelligent " use of textbOoks. The State seems foo

large a unit for examination. If the teacher herself does not frame
the questions, then the building principal, the helping teacher or
supervisor. or the county superintendent should. The responsibility
for deciding on success and'promotions can not be any further re-

moved without great educational sgcrifice. The practice 'of securing
the cooperation of teachers in t& forming of examitation questions
anti in proposing standards for promotion should be further de-
velopel stiouIU becQifle tar more common.

We needrTit up before teacher and child idditional, if not differ-
ent, standard if we expect krnore intellierit use of the textbook.
,We must trss quialities more closely related to intelligence and'

baracter. erv,"?.1,1,r iXas are va e. Dur achievements along these
lines, compared wifh-M6.6.1aftly" dediainlInum essential's- and
standard tests, are small' indeed; yei. there is promise. We must
elevate to a position of firTit importim(*.b the Aaraeteristics Sf intehi-
gent activity on the part of the chill...;

We6müst siippv better books Ilia prervide th teacher with more
texts, library books, apd mfereilq, mattvials. The .tacher with a
.ingle textbook in history of geography findsit, difficult hi' do iirob=
iem teaching. .'". 1,

1714 coowati4ri of tearhers in iolintril-tikir öti ¡trobit/r4.-laltwo4
problems that would make excellent It4rieni sfot4-dikitiggidri IdtttaAerte-
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meetings are: (1) The discussion of educational aims and values in
connection with the formulation of yearly or grade objectives ana the
making of examination questions. (2) The evaluation.and :_election
of textbooks. Teachers should profit greatly in their II Fe of text-
books by a study of proposed criteria for judging books and by de-
veloping and applying their own. Teachers should conpare the
merits credited to books by publishers with their own reactions after
careful examination. Supervisors'should know what teachers think
Pbout the books assigned to them for class use. This kind of 4udy
and diEcussion will secure better textbooks and will foster a twice
intelligent 'isle of the material now at hand.

To force all the teachers of a State.to use the same textbooks doZhs
not seem wise. In a State recently surveyed a teacher of Mexican
children who heard no English at home complained becawe the
children did not use English outside of school. The rew,on wa;
plain. The stories in the baml and supplementary readers used did
not contain the words, sentences. and phrase wed by these children
out of school. These Mexican children needed a ivading text written
specifically for them, one that wout incorporate in story form the
recurrent expressions of their everyday lives, in order that the Eng-
lish learned might function and become'an established skill.

Teachers shou4d be permitted, encouraged, and helped to a greater
independence of the text. In accordance with ability they should
be stilnulated by the supervisor to develop outlines or syllabi for
leaching certain topics in history, a continent in geography, or an
entire year's work in some subject. Mistakes will be made, of course,

INSTRUCTION IN RURAL SCHOOLS

but the returns t) education as a whole wouhl be of tremendous
value.

Another plan for promoting intelligent use of the text is to help
teachers make an educational diagnosis of their communities. A
teacher who discovers the sanitary practices of her community, the
health needs of her Voys and girls, the social problems of the local
neighborhood, the civic attitudes of the parents, can be led to see
that the recitation of textbook material is not doing the children
the most good. Above all, the administrative and supervisory force
muk encourage and build up a spirit of freedom in the teaching
force.

The supervisor must constantly remember that an intelligent use
is not a uniform use. Just as the intelligent child and intelligent
adult make the best adaptation of means and ends, so must the
supervisor. Children's needs and abilities, teachers trainings
ability, and teaching resources vary. The supervisor, considering
the forces at work, must seek in any one instance the best use that
thisipartictgat teacher can bake of the text. In so far as this is not
idea), aeek tto phange the Otuation.
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V. Problems Concerned with'the Course of Study
and Its Use

SOME EDUCATIONAL TENDENCIES AND THEIR BEARING
UPON THE RURAL ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM

ORVILLE G. BRIM

Profrfiwirr of bliteatime, 0U) Wale ruirt-rxity

Mere is special danger in the field of rural education, where many
conditions retard educational progress, that those responsible for
educational practice may not readily take advantage of the results
of educational investigations' and educational thinking. For this
reason I should like to brihg before you five of the major Sendencies
in modern edu(ation. They are nbt. inclusive. Neither are they
mutually exclusive. They are convenient ways of viewing the pres-
ent educational situation.

1. Modern edwation is committed to the principle of profiting by
the labors of research workers. The rural schools are not using
fully the results of research which apply to this as truly as to other
divisions of the educational field. Those responsible for educational
leader'ship must keep in touch with and incorporate in their practice
the rasults of research with subject matter and method. They should

see that. the time of children is not wasted in learning material found
. by research workers to be useless or of little value.

2. Modern education is becoming increasingly interested in revising
curricula and getting rid of curriculum rubbish. Great improve-
ment has been made in the spelling vocabulary,' but the content of
even our best spelling books is still undergoing critical study and is
sure to be revised. Many tqics in arithmetic have been omitted.
Simplified examples in the fundamentals, simple and practical prob-
lems in the applications of arithmetic, have been st4tituted for the
difficult and technical. Formal and technical grammar has given
way to the more practical aspects of language teaching. Emphasis
on conventional language errors is giving way to attention to errors

. of greater functional significance. Hygiene and civici; halt replaced
their more fohnal counterparts. Names and dates in history are

being critically surveyed and discarded in large ntimbers. Currie-

I Att. What Words Should Children Be Taught? Breed. Elementary Bch. 'lour., Otto.

Nor.-Dec., 1925.
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40 INSTRUCTION IN RURAL SCHOOLS

ulum reorganization is engaging the best efforts of trained spe-
cialists and deserves the caretul study of those directing rural
education.

3. There is a growing temlency tp make children, not books, the
center of educational endeavor, .The

,

traditional belief that the
teacher's task .consishi in teaching the book, not the child, prac-
tically pushes the latter out of the picture. School work consists
all too frequently iii the dusty, deadening roiind of assigning a
text*ok lesson, followed by study on 'the part of children, reciting
the -text, another assignment, and so on. examination (again
upon textbook material) follows and perhaps a formal report card
stating that the child de 90 per vent in reading, 75 per cent% in
arithmetic, 80 per e i geography, and Ki per cent iii deport-
ment " wh lever that nay mean . What does such a report card
tell about: any child? The teacher has not been noting the things
that relate to child characCer. What effect must this have upon the
child? His idea of what is honest, good, And worth while is learned
from his associates. For eight years his teacher, his classmates, and
his parents, through approval or disapproval, emphasize rate of
reading, accurocy in spelling abd arithmetic, speed in the funda-
mentals, accuracy of memory for facts in history and geography.
Meanwhile 66 attributes of worthy character are ignored or at best
incidentally touched upon.

If we take as our task teaching children rather than books, we
enter a different world. Social virtues and the desirable attributes
of child life take precedence over scholastic itttainments. A high
premium' is placed upon sympathy, kindliness, honesty, and courtesy.
We ask " Is the child developing more initiative? Is he more in-
genious and origiial in solving problems? Does be persist in the
face of difficulty? Is he more responsible and trustworthy? Are
his interests improving in number, scope, and quality?" We will
be Concerned with his ability to read, but more so with what he
voluntarily reads. Reading is a key. The important questions
are, " What doors does it unloek? To what does it give the reader
accesg?" 0

If one is going to teach children, she must know them. Teachers
learn subject matter and certain general, laws of learning during
their period of professional preparation. They learn little of chil-
dren. In this mOst important and difficult task of learning to know
children they shouhl be guided and helped by a supervisor. Chil-
dren vary in amount of intelligence, bfit,little provision is made
for this in our' uts iral schools. Children vary also in the quality of
intelligence and personality. Each child is in a sense unique. For
:his own maximum development and happiness, and in order *that
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/

he may render .the greatest social service, education must take
account of these inherent differences.

antiOther differehces are due to the nature of the physical social
environment. Many school problems are due to the shortOmings
of the community. Health problems are to be found in tile health
practices of the community. The task of civic education should be
determined in part by the civic .attitudes and habits of the adults
and children outside of school; the nature of the work iri literature
should depend On the level of the reading done at ho Educa-
tion is further localized and individualized by the fact t at the most
effective results are secured by relating the work to t e child's in-I
terests, voluntary activities, and problems.

J

A superior State course of study is undoubtedly ietter for th \\

schools of the State as a whole than the courses we mid secure byi\,'

having every county or village make its own. But blind following
of any course of study ignores the principle that the master is to
teach the children." If we are to teach children i stead of books, in
making and usidg the course of study or exaini ation material we

, face a different situation from that confronting is if subject matter
is the main consideration. Achievement in ti fundamentals must
be taken accouht of, but this is neither the ull, nor the most ini-
portant, measure of succss. The situati demands a thinking
teacher, for by this means alone can the ecessary adaptations of
subject matter to the needs of the child be secured. Administra-
tion and supervision that do not foster in the teacher a sense of inde-
pendence and a,feeling of responsibility for using her intelligence are
falling far sho'rt. of the demands male upon them by modern educa-
tion. They are falling short if they fail to encourage, guide, and
assist the teacher to discover children's individual interests and needs
and to make nece ssary adjustments.

4. The nature of the child's mind demands a new type of school.
The psychological theory implied in the old type of school and in
much of the school work of tos-day is that of Herbart. According to
the lierbartian theory the child's mind was like a blank tablet of
plastic wax upon which impressions were to be made by the teacher
wbich would inherently issue into action. The child was a relatitely
passive recipient in this process. His task was to be 'Piet, sit in his
seat, learn his lessons, and remember what the . teachep---the impor-
tant, active, and determining factor--45aid. The teacher or adminis- ,

trator was, to select suitable subject, matter,_ Tkrganize itprproperty,
prepare the child's mind for it, aV pi :-. : it ikeffectively. The selec-
tion was of fundamental importance, s ut subject matter was selected;
not in terms of pmpil interests and pro e lems; but i i terms of the kind,
of adult one wished to create. We no Ion (er . 4 with Herbart in
theory, but our school practice practicall erbart's theory. T4e1
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Fame peint of viOw is expressed in our supervision.- We supervise
the teacher's activities and not the child's. Our rating scales, with
few exceptions, are teacher-rating scales, as if the teacher's conduct
were the more important factor.

Dewey holds that the child is a bundle of impulses seeking ex-
pressiim ; of purposes stimulating and guiding his activity. Learn-
ing is an active, not a passive affair. The school should be a work-
shop, not a listening-reading" Place. Give the child something
to do.flot something to learn; if the doing is of such a nature as to
demand thinking, learning naturally results. Dewey's interpreta-
tion of the child mind is commonly accepted in theory and is surely
but slowly finding its way into practice. Children illustrate this
concerion of learning when they are studying spelling, ptinctua-
tion, paragraphing. sentence structure, and other characteristics that
make for force and chirity in writing in order that their stories for
the school paper may be as free as possible from mistakes along
these lines and may have a greater effect upon the reader.

The school should be a place where ciiildren have the necessary
facilities and the freeedom to carry out their purposes. Material is
available for delving into the simpler laws of physics, chemistry,
plant and animal life, and the principles and procegses Of .agricul-
ture. There should he a well-equipued shop for the many forms Of
industrial arts; materials for art work in color and in clay a
library that is really an aid to the solution of the many Problems

114that arise. Those aids to learning the be arschools are getting.
All 9600ls should have them. The rural e ucation worker has an
adVabtage, for about the rural school, accessible to the pupils and
awaiting the use of the teacher, lies an almost ideal laboratory,
rural life itself. Agriculture, home making, play life, community
activities. and nature offer abundant problems, abundant activities
of an educative sort, abundant facilities if we will only incorporate

ii them into our program of school activities.
.

.
5. There is a growing acNIptance of the principle that the modern

conception of society and of the nature of the child demands a new
type of school. The change is our conceptiow of the nature of so-
ciety, the social nature of the child and the relation of the on0 to
the othér, has tremendous significance for education. Education in

, the past centered its attention too largely upon passing on the ac-
cumulated social heritage and upon so transforming the savage,
antisocial disposition of the child that he might be a trustworthy
guardian of this heritage and an agreeable associate for his fellows.
It thought too little of improving and adding to *this heritage, of
developing the epitical intelligence and creative ability of each
unique individual. Education has been primarily a 6onserving find
a cOnservative force. It must become a transforming and creative

.
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one. Given the belief characteristic of all static societies that what
is, is sacred, and a belief in an antisocial child, the old idea of edu.
cation was inescapable. Giverlig progressive society seeking ever
better ways of associated living, given a belief in a unique normally
social child, and given a democreptic society that respects this unique-
ness, then one must arrive at a quite different type of school which
we shall designate as the modem school. . ),

In the modern school children are treated as naturally social beings.
The free give and take cif normal social life, not disciplinary restric-
tiohs; furnish the education for.social membership. Self-expression
and creative work in language, music, daiwing4in the fine and indus-
trial arts, are replacing the formalizing and tonventionalizing pro-
cedure of the older school. Little children are taught to create poems
and sing them to music of their own fancy. They are encouraged to
express themselves in clay and color rather than to make a copy of
some standard product, or to master the technique as a thing apart.

In the so-called content subjects thinking, not learning, is the
primary consideration. Thinking is personal, creative. Learning is
a means of promoting more accurate and effective thinking. By
thinking, men find new and better ways of living together, new and
better ways ol achieving ends, of casrrying out their activities, of
finding satisfaction. The social heritage is preserved, for it is ex-
tremely useful. But it is used, not merely mastered. This social
heritage we now take such pains to pass oil is the fruit of creative
minds. Some one contributed it. If we really value our social
heritage we must seek to add to it. By continuing out-of-date
method§ of teaching we stultify the very powers that haVe in the
past given us what wetow value so highly and seek with such ardor
to pass on. Dewey says the mind of man is taken captive by the
spirits of previous victories. Changing the figure, we might say
that our past methods have killed the goose that laid the golden egg,
namely reative genius that exists in some degree in every child.
To pr and cultivate this to the end that each child may be
happier and society better served is the aim of modern education.

NEXT STEPS IN THE RURAL SCHOOL CURRICULUM

FANNIE W. DUNN
Assistant Projenor of Education, Teachers College, Columbia University

wet need more curriculum maerial rather than less. We should
have a éurriculum of maximum possibilities not minimum essentials,
to which the teacher can go for help in subject matter and in methods
of procedure in time 9f need.

.
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44 INSTRUCTION II;SUILL SCHOOLS'

A course of study may be bulky without being adapted to teachers'
needs. Teachers have a great *variety of needs which a course of
study should meet, 'although they go to-it 'for only one prescription
aka given time. Compilers òften clog coursés with useless material
because they as. well as we are better classifiers thán analysts. After
analyzing children's needs (with many omissions) and selecting
those portions of a course which give what the compilers are certain
children will need, they fill in the gaps left to make a perfect system.
Thus the conipleted course contains unusable sections, adding to its
length but detracting from its value.

A complete analysis of the needs to be met by a course of study
would result_ in more complete, longer, and more discriminative
courses of study than are common to-day. The recent St. Cloud
course of study in reading, with 300 pages devoted entirely to one
subject, illustrates the tendelicy to make the oourse one of maximum
possibilities.

State courses of study helpful to teachers.I am one of tfiose who
believe in a State course of study constructed by the State department
of education, with, the help of county stiperintendents, supervisors,
and principals: (1) To direct teachers with little professional prepa-
ration. Without the guidance of :course they squalder the pupils'
time by making no use of it ; or waste their timy disproportionate
emphasis. on some subjects; (2 ) to help better prepared teachers
realize their ideals. The course furnishes organized mateisials not
readily obtainable, elsewhére sugget4tions and references to valuable
materials. Teachers seek in the:course of study for details of activi-
ties and for better procedures:evolved from experience useful in car-
rying on these ictivities. Where ability permits, the county might
well construct a course supplementary to the State course, based more
immediately upon the specific ne-eds of the local environment.

Limitations of teztbook8.--It is often true that teachers have only
textbooks to guide them; such books do not and can not take the place
of a course of study. Textbooks unduly emphasize knowledge as an
aim. The textbook treatment fails to suggest connections among
subjects and among texts. We want an organic child (not a child
specialist) brought into contact with all the rich fields of subject
matter and acquainted with their interrelations. The use of text-,
books to the exclusion of cour'se'ss 'of 'study Nils to give Us such á child.
Textbooks are valuable referen'cë- and 'supplementary materials in
working out the units of ,subject matter, comprising the course of
study. ,

. i I

mow

Some recent textbooks show Marked improvement over those for-
merly available. They suggest that children use what they have
learned in one subject in another subject. They illustrate better
organization of knowledge and provide for its acquisition and for
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tft .formatioit of habittV. th4s' increase lof skills,' and. the develdpment
of .attitude_s and- appeediatMns. The; of problem .organization,
the presentation of definite motives fór the stimulus of teachers and
pupils,: show the improved status of a f6w recent textbooks.
%.,4Supp1ementing courses pf laucty and terntbaoke.---zreachers and
supervisors should get acquainted with and utilize the best courses of
study :and. the .best- texts. They should. supplement and strengthen
both; courses and texts in the following \yaps: (1) Acquire a back-
ground for constructive work by making a survey of rural children's
status, covering their attainments and the contribution of theit: homes
in health practices and ideals, social and civic experiences and atti-
tudes, recreational resofirces, testhetic development, progress in using
tools of communication and intercourse, and efficiency in dktily duties.

(2) Set up some such definite lines along which to work for growth
as the following: Choice of :food and clothing; ability to .make the
environment beautiful; appreciation óf and tendency to call on expert
medical service; equipment, .for wholesome games and plays for
social occasions; ability to use books as tools; standards and skill in
daily' duties.; sense of community pride and responsibility.

(3) Canvass the rural environmcnt, for educative experiences to
supply recognized needs and to promote further growth. These ex-
periences include opportunities : To develop sanitary ideals and prao-
tices in performing chores of dairy or kitchen; to develop vital
knowledge concerning the. health situation12 to awaken scientific
interw or develop .aNsthetic appreciation in nature-study excursions;
to stimulate historical inquiry; to arouse the desire for knowing and
practicing the social amenities in indoor entertainments and otAtdoor
sports; to develop appreciation, ,Qf thvic responsibility, involving;
for example, the, reaso4 for. the visit of the State. dairy inspector to
'the locality, or appreciaaon oi the good to from bonding
the district for a iew schoolhouse, with an understanding..of what
this means, how it is:drine, and how the,debt is to be paid off.

(4) Canvass the educative possibilities ot. school..life. Children
through school enrich their (iwn, lives in the, tollow.ing ways: By
acquiringhabits of order, cleanliness, and industry in school behavior
and through the school housekeeping; by learning the principles of
nutrition, hygienic practioes, and cost- estimates, as in: the prepara-
tion and serving of .a school. lunch; by iiumroving their work in
English thnough participation in, programs and entertainments
which cultivate and elevata .their tastes; by acquiring :social atti-
tudes in. the use 44 books,. games, music, and cepversatio4; by aug-
menting their skill in .yeritten composition through the ordering of
supplies, writing for bulletins, requestihg a new stove from the

'Bee CollingsAn experiment with a project curriculum.
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IN STRUCSION IN:. RURAL SCHOOLS. .

paritnt-teacher aisociation, or formulating plans for spending the
'library fund; by developing initiative through planning remedial
Measures for deficiencies revealed by the use of 4andard tests1 by
learning to work with and for other people through plienning for
school fairs and county commencements.

(5) Accumulate curriculum materials relating to potential prob-
kms and projects, the solution of Aihich involve a supply of vpro-
priate materials in hand. Among commendable types of readiness
are : Essential information, suggestive plans, etc., for ready refer-
ence; a growing mass of practical experiences evaluated and selected;
practicable and profitable activities for primary and preprimary chil-
dren; specifics for remedial work (in the form of commercial prac-
tice exercises where possible) ; the gradual acquisition (t)f a sO of
books of special use to the teacher collecting them; school lunch
equipment, sewing, and bther materials for constructive activities.

(6) Collect suggestions from pupils to incorporate into a grow-
ing het of potential experiences of the neighborhood and school with
i-naterials for iTalizijig diem. In the study of where rocks come from
or hew to make a bird shelter, .and in similar experiences, pupils
¡moth Much from preparation on the part of the teacher.

After checking up thé minimum essentials coviered in (1) to .(6)
thq teacher should: Provide for other necessary subject matter not
included by (1) organizing their content into problem units which
require extensive refer-ence, in investigation of which pupils gh
away from following one:text or any combination of texts ;. (2)
compiling lists of votential needs, uses, or applications of all skills in
arithmetic, English, etc. This checking, organizing, poppiling, and°
rejecting enables a teacher to eliminate all useless nal4rial. It can-%
not be done once for all. bConstantii.valuation ind-revision of lists
and extension of compiled materialis necessary.

Primaity childeen need special consideration.Use of the newer
types of Activity for primary children in rural schools must pro,.
vide-L(1) A definite time for such activities on the prograd; (2)
a plan of grouping grades and -subj4cts, and of combining classes
and animating the work by years; (3) a definite time for noisy
activities for all, and for quiet activities for all. In the past
,teachers have forgotten this and their demand for quiet activities all
the time has resulted in "kiewed-diSuri0.1.cliildren, a far greater
calamity than screwed-do*n desks. Grant freedom and privileges
and train children to use them. Schools must provide space for
activities other than those in which children sitting at their seats
can engage.

4t)
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The guperviigor's respomibility for curriculum reorganization.-7
In fornwlating the program flit* this newer type of work and fin se-
curing Official recognition for it the supervisor shows her leadership.
By applying criteria and by setting up yearly goals in modern lines
as well as in the formal achievement in the three It's, the supervisor
launches new types of activity and makes their contributions per-
manent.

Timid teachers and supervisors may fear community diappr
rfhis is generally less real than imagined.. Take the communi
into yóur confidence and explain how the members may hqlp. Insure
that the *children find newer experiences satisfying. 1,1n .Addition,
do we'll the fundamentals that we all k,now should be -well done,
such as the rudiments of reading, writing, and arithmetic.
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VI. Equitable Distribution of the Supervisor's Time

A STUDY .OFTHE TIME DISTRIBUTION OF RUIRAL SCHOOL
SUPERVISORS

11"fr ORA DEVEIN

Supervisor of Rural Schools, Reidsville, N. C.

The 8tudy.The purpose of this study was to determine how the
typical rural elementary \school supervisor distributes her time
among her various duties.

Contact was established with supervisors at work in the rural
elementary schools of 10 of the 33 States having rural school super-
vision. In response to questionnaires furnished them, 51) of these
supervisors, representing a widely distributed group, 'Vubmitted a

series of daily reports ranging from G to 27 days. Each report gave
a time analysis of the working day.

A. study oi these reports was made and the findings were com-
pared with tip consensus of expert opinion obtained, by question-
naire, from 38 persöns who ai.e considered to be experts iii the field
of supervision.

A typkal ()1t7/ us'ed for activities other than, vitRiting esciwol8.
Table 1 shows the time used in the principal activitis of the super-
visor on (lays given to duties other than visiting schols. The table
reads: " The typical supervisor gives from 0 to 6 hours 6 minutes,
or an average of 41 minutes per day, to correspondence on days
assigned to office work and activities other than Nil:it ing schools."
The " highest," "fowest," and "-median " are given to each activity
on the basis of one day's time. The total of these medians can not
be accepted for the lengthoof a typical working day because a num-
ber of these activities did not appear on every day used for activi-
ties other than visiting the schools.

The actual length of the ayerage working day given to activities
other than visitihg the schools was found to 1* 7 hours 11 minutes,
or 25 per cent less than, that recommended by expert opinion.

48
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE SUPERVISOR'S! TIME

TABLE 1.--4 day on which schools are not visited

49

.

Activities

Correspondence
Professional reading
Planning visits to school
Collecting material and planning demonstrations

santerpret rig teachers reports
Preparing materials tor teachers' helps..
Keeping records in office
Personal conferences with teachers.
Special group conferences
Conferences with parents and citizens
Planning and preparing for teachers' meetings
Attending tftchers' scheduled meetings
Attending special or public

.0 Miscellaneous act iv iti10

Highest ' Lowest Median

0

.41.=. ... V

4. 4 .40 -

.

;

,

H. tn. i H. m. . H. s.
6 6 0 0 ! 0 41
2 8 0 18
2 55 ! 0 412
1 87 1 9 i 12
3 57 0 20
b 80 : 0 1 40
2 22 0 1 19
2 Xi o .28
1 7 0 0
1 80 1 0 1 9
3 0 0 5
3 18 0 33
4 17 0 : 0
4 33 ' 0 ' '4

4 4. 1- OM. 41mod.

A typical day 8pent in vim' tiny 8C1oo18.:.A visiting.dayt in the
scll'ools is Mown in Table 2. Some of the activities may or may not
appear on any specific day. All would Feldom appear on the sme
day. `Attention shduld be given to the broad range between the
"highest " and "lowest." The "median " is .probably thCbest dis-
tribution to be made of the supervisor's time. The time given to
any .one of these activities m#4.y be more or less than the time gii.ren
in the "median," as determined lay the immediate demands being
made upon the supervisoF.

TABLE 2: A day cm which schola are vi4sited

4.ct1vitíes Highest Lowest Median

II. Yrs.
Travel. 3 30
Routine office work 3 30
Observing classroom instruction 5 &.:
Demonstrating in the classroorfr 2 49 ,

Holding conferences with school authorities , '2 20
Holding conferences with parents and citizens i 53
Examining teachers' daily records '2 30
Examining teachors' plans, outlines, etc 4 5
Rating teachers 32
Examining children's work 45
Locating available teaching material 2 14
Improving physical condition of classrooms. 4 0
Inspecting for sanitation of schools .. . 25
Investigating playgrounds 25
Miscellaneous activities (testing pupils, etc ) 2 36

.11MID

OM. 11.

H.
0 25

0

0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
O

TABLE 3.Actual practice compared with expert opinion

Distribution of time

Days per week visitiag saboois
Days per week in other activities

*lays per for
Days Wed far dada wait

Days ulibd for teachers'
Average lengtOisuperviaWs working day
Pet Motof time in totioek. inIustve bt trivtl.:
Per cent of time in actual classroom work
Per Cali of time in generiii *hoot supervn
Per t of tinie in routine oaks work tyPet , t Of time In toaebefie *sittings._ . I. I
Per eent of time in noninstructiolial adivitip
Per cent of time in trove!

Actual practice

4 --

2
1 t Tuesday,Wednegday,

Thursday, Monday.
Sattirdaig FridaYe'r--

44.404

.

a

Saturday,
, 7 hours, 48 minutes...

..:)J 45. -
42,
'3

111.%. 7 .2 ' osibital..444
7 ............

H.
1

tn.
40
63

2 12
27
55
14
14
11
0
8
2

9 0
3

Expert opinion

13

3.6.

Friday, Thursday,
Tuesday.

Saturday, Mon-
day, Friday,

Saturday, Friday.
9 hours.
40.
33.
7.
20.
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C onclwlio n.While Table 3 reveals lack of an entire agreement-
between actual practice and expert opinion in the major items of the
distribution of the typical stipervisor's time the " preseht day ,prac-
tice shows a significant similarity to that of expert opinion."
Since we have supervision in actual practice and have not as yet
determinedIvhRt the time analysis of the rural elementary school
supervisor should be, the typical situation given-in actual practice
may be modified by xpert opinio-n and accepted as a workihg
hypothesis until a more scientific procedure is determined.

QUESTIONNAIRE STUDY OF ALLOTMENT OF TIME Or
STATE AND COUNTY SUPERVISORS IN SOUTHEASTERN
STATES

REPORT BY" ANNIZ MINNOWS
Assistant Specialist in Rural Education, United Stoics Bure4u of Education

This study of time distribution is based on reports received in
response to questionnaires from the United States Bnreau of Educa-
tion to one State supervisor in each of5Allfal Soiitheastern States.
Each was asked to fill one of the .-4estionnaires himself and to
distribute copies among representative local supervisors tf the
State. Replies were received from nine members of Sttite depart-
ments of education, of whom dive were State rural supenisors; one
was a supervisor of colored schools: one of home economics; two
of agriculture. Table 1 summarizes the percentage of time devoted
to each of several duties by these supervisory officials.

TABLE disfribution of State supervisory officials

Visiting schools
Traveling
Teachers meetings
Community activities
OffioVand clerical work ,
Otb work

Distribution of time

The replies indicate that all State supervisor spend time visiting
schools, traveling, assisting with teachers! meetin and doing office
and clerical work. Six of the nine do community ork, seven of
the nine have "other duties," including in it least two at
anee at fairs and rallies. One State supervisor workin; among
colored schools devotes 45 per cent of his time to " 4,her activities,"
including helping in attendance campaigns, bull ing Roger]
Echools, and inspection of buildings. Because of Ale variation in
the fields of service and the small number of supetvisors reporting,

"

1.Timr
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Highest
percent-

age

00
25
10
10
40
45

Loivest Median
percent- percent-

age age
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10 20
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE SUPERVISOR'S TIME

'Lib le 1 should be considered only as an ilidication of presient prac-
tice among State rural supervisors.

Replies summarized in Table 2 were, received from li supervisor)
officers distributed amoilg five Stat,rrt were county supervisors.
Jne a county superintendent, one a district superintendent, and one
an assistant parish superintendent

TABLE 2.Time distribution of county aupervisors

Distribution of time

Visiting schools
Traveling
Teachers' meetings
Commuuity activities
(Mice and clerical
Other work._

Highest
percent-

age

78
40
20
10
35
26

Lowest j Median
percent- percent-

age I age

20

2
o

o

.50
15
5
2

15
o

A comparison of, Tables 1 and 2 shows that the median percentage
of time devoted to visiting schools and to teachers' meetings coin-

cides exactly for both State and county supervisors; no State super-
visor spends so high a percentage and no State supervisor spends so
low a percentage of his time traveling as one county supervisor does
in each eáse however, the median percentage of. time spent in
traveling is higher for Stlite supervisors. As npt all county super-,

visors do community work and all State supervisors do, the median
percentAge of time spent in community work is higher for State
.than for county supervisors, although the highest percentage of time
thus sppt is the same for both. The highest percentage of time de-
voted to office and clerical work and thithighest median for. this q,c-

tivity are found among State supervisors. The lowest percentage is
the same for both State and county supervisors.

Of the eight county supervisors devoting a percentage of time to
other work," one specifies planning, outlines, etc., which properly

c:irne under the description of office work in the questionnaire; two
do not specify the nature ofA" other work "; five name such activities
as educational exhibits, county fair, school paper, committee work
outside the parish; looking after transfers, study, and individual
conferences at office.

It is interesting to note the high correlation between the per-
centage of time devoted to each of the several activities in this study
and the pereintage devoted in eaeh case to similar activities in the
study rekorted elsewhere in this bulletin. Both studies are s;aluabIe
at. tilts time, considered as initial investigations of a .subject whose
detailed study Eihould 4ead to. (1) a more equitable distribution ot
time pong supervisory duties, (2) a more careful limitation of a
superMor's work to supervision interpreted from a modern point of
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52 INSTRUCTION' IN RURAL SCHOOLS I.

view, and (3) improvement of the technique of supervision which
will enable a supervisor, after .a careful analysis of conditions, to
choose the agencies and means best adapted to render efficient service
to the tkachers and schools assigned her.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR TIME ALLOTMENT FROM THE
STANDPOINT OF THE STATE SUPERVISOR

D. L. LEwis
State Rural-School Supervisor of South Carolina

The State supervisor in South Carolina does not directly reach and
influence. as do the teachers, the children of the schoolslinder his
supervision. He can reach and influence superintendents and teach-
ers in their work with the children. The three most important gen-
eral principles relating to the distribution of the State supervisor's
time may be formulated as follows:

,

1. Helping the teachers in service. The State rural-school super-
visor of South Carolina assists teachers through visits to schools.
He spends four days of each week from October 1, to May 1, in visit-
ing schools in each county selected, meeting with the county teachers

4

on Saturday to discuss with them the school conditions observed,
offering suggestions base on such conditions.

2. Helping the county erintendent and other school offkcials in
service. The State supervisor visits schools in company with county
superintendents ot: supervisors in order to assist such of these school
officials as ire not well prepared to dp supervisory work and to help
county superintendents new to the work to become acquainted with
their official duties before the schools open.

The State supervisor advises the county trustees on their powers
and duties, their relation to the teachers, to their schools, and to the
county supetintendent and other school officials. Trustees are in-
clined to assume a good deal more authority than they should, due to
the fact that the county superintendent; who is elected by ,popular
vote, is often afraid to exert his authority over them. Trustees fail
to see the idvantages of 'building schools for large school communil
ties and of providing better salool buildings and equipment, longer
terms, and better-paid and better-prepared teachers.

Helping the people to aivreciati3 the educationai needs of their
children. The State 'supervisor reaches schciot pittroni through ad-
dresses to school improvrnents tuid associations and
meetings of citizens in which he diseusss the 'necessity tor an ill-

,

crease of school taxeil, consolidation of schools, new buildings, and
the like.
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DISTRiBursoir OF PlE1 g" SUPERVI 15* TIME 53

The office work of the State !supervisor is mainly cotrespondence
arith (1) superintendents,. (2) lothex school officials, and (8). patrons.
After a visit is made.to, the schools of a county a letter is written
to the county superintendent reviewing the work of the teachers,
conditions of grounds and buildings, needs of 'consolidation, high
schools, etc., and suggesting improvements. Copies of this letter
are sent to local papers in the county for publication. Frequently
a county superintendent is unable to induce trustees, board, and
school patrons to improve school conditions; so he writes to the
State supervisor outlining the Improtments needed and requ'esting
him to write the trusteesshowing the advantages of such improve-
ments. Through letters to .trustees written .in compliance with
.such requests from county superintendents the State supervisor
persuades many trustees to.agree to the necessary school expendi-
tures. The supervisor also carries on correspondence directly with
trustees and patrons, advising them as to the best whool iitli6es to
pursue.

Other duties assumed include: Revision oef the elementary teach-
ers' manual: compilation of a new public-school library list; re-
arrangement and codification of the general school laws of South
Carolina; conducting classes in stunmer schools for teachers.

As may be inferred, the nature of field and office activities neces-
sitates a variation in time allotment from year to year. The State
supervisor should make as intelligent la distribution of his time as
seems possible under the circumstances. The more carefully, his
schedule is worked out; the more 43ffectively he can distribute it,
however varied the duties may be.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR TIME ALLOTMENT FROM THE
STANDPOINT OF. THE COUNTY SUPERVISOR WITH IN
ADEQUATE ASSISTANCE

OLIVIA. LAWSON
4. Alabama State College for Women

Conditions in the county considered here 'are similar to those in
other counties with inadequate supervisory assistance. There are
321 teachers in the .county and 94 schools, 41 of which are of the
one-teacher type,
" Objectives for 1924 and 1925 included interpreting the new State
course of stddy, improVirtig the teaching of silent reading, and shir-
ing responsibility for such forms of emergency work as homogeneous
grouping of children, betterment of library facilities, encourage-
ment of health campaigns, mid provision for more adequaie equip-
ment.
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54 INSTRUCTION IN RURAL SCE

After experimentation the supervisor, instead of apportioning
time among these various objectives, decided to apportion it among
the various agencies used to carry on the objectives.

An equitable distribution of time amone various activities de-
pends on such factors *as (1) the general organiaation of schools;
(2) the attitude of teachers and pupils; (3) the attitude of different
communities; (4) results disclosed (a) by the administration of
standardized achievement tests in various subjects, especially read-
ing and arithmetic; (b) by achievements in a few well-organized
informal tests; (5) records and questionnaire and other reports giv-
ing information on a county-wide sixth-Ade examination given by
the supervisor; (6) the time demanded by committee reports and
principals' conferences.

A summary of guiding principles used in Walker County to help
in arriving at an equitable time allotment follows:

1. Study the county in order to determine the major objectives.
2. Concentrate on some specific program before trying to make

plans or list agencies to be used.
3 Adopt a program sufficiently limited in s( ope to accomplish last-

ing results along some one or at most a very few lines in one year.
4. Use all available and serviceable agencies for supervision.
5. Study the amount of help each available supervisory agency is

capable of rendering.
6. Assign visitations, demonstrations, and conferences their right-

ful place and time as the remedial measures par excellence.
7. Use daily, weekly, monthly, and annual plans for following up

work and checking on accomplishment in order to revise specific
izilotment of time frequently.

The percentages of time devoted. in Walker County during 1924-25
to the various supervisory agencies follow :

Per cent
1. Class visitatil,ns (including travel) 54.5
2. Office hours (including conferences with 1ndiv1dua14, committee meet-

ings on the study of procedure on objectives, clerical work, and a
newspaper project) 20.5 .

3. Teachers' meetings (county-wide, groui) center, principals' conferences,
and local faculty) 12. 0

4. Community activities (parent-teacher association, various clubs, read-
ing programs, ordering library books for clubs and teachers, direct-
ing play, suggesting equipment) 8. 0

5. Other work (Otate conferences, visits to Other supervisors, and miscel-
laneous) 5. 0
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